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Chapter 1
Introduction

Since the discovery of cosmic rays in 1912, new tools have been developed in
order to investigate the Universe in the light of cosmic rays. Cosmic rays con-
sist of high-energy protons and nuclei coming from space. The observations of
cosmic rays have provided important contributions to our understanding of pro-
cesses taking place in the dense regions of the Sun and other stars, but also have
led to many discoveries in particle physics, e.g. discovery of positrons [And33],
muons [NR43], and some strange particles [RB47]. Exploiting the advanced tech-
nologies, we now have access to very high-energy cosmic rays. The Pierre Auger
cosmic-ray observatory, operating in Argentina, is currently measuring high-
energy particles with ultra-high energies above 1017 eV [Col10]. This raises the
important and intriguing questions how and from where the cosmic rays with
such high energies originate. Theoretical models try to explain the origin of such
ultra-high energy cosmic rays by acceleration mechanisms which are thought to
take place in super-massive astrophysical objects, such as Active Galactic Nuclei,
Gamma Ray Bursts, or Supernova Remnants (see section 2.3). However, such mod-
els cannot be easily tested, since cosmic rays do not necessarily point back to
their sources, as their flight paths can be deflected by the magnetic fields in the
Universe.

The very models of cosmic-ray acceleration predict non-thermal radiations
from the same sources. Non-thermal radiations are high-energy photons, i.e.
gamma rays, which can be produced through two different processes: 1) inter-
actions of high-energy protons with nuclei or photons of the ambient medium
can lead to the production of π0-mesons which decay into gamma rays, or 2) if
a cosmic-ray source generates a beam of high-energy electrons, these electrons
may cause synchrotron radiation in local magnetic fields or may transfer their
energy to an ambient photon via the inverse Compton scattering process, which
then generates high-energy photons. Gamma-ray detectors, e.g. the H.E.S.S. ex-
periment [HoftHC00], locate many sources of high-energy non-thermal radiation
in the Universe (as an example see figure 1.1). Compared to cosmic rays, gamma
rays are electrically neutral, so that they can propagate on straight lines through
the Universe and may give rise to detection on Earth. However, gamma rays
can be absorbed by the medium between the source and the observer. This can
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: M87 radio galaxy observed by H.E.S.S. M87 consists of a supermassive black
hole which may act as an engine to accelerate particles to extremely high en-
ergies. The colour presents the photon intensity and the black lines show the
structure of the galaxy detected by a radio telescope. The coordinates show
the position of the object on the sky. The figure is taken from [colc].

be considered as an important disadvantage for gamma-ray astronomy, specially
when the aim is to study the hot and dense regions of astronomical objects, e.g.
the centre of active galactic nuclei.

The interactions of high-energy charged particles with the ambient medium
may also lead to the production of cosmic neutrinos, which can escape from the
acceleration regions. Neutrinos are electrically neutral and, therefore, their flight
paths to the Earth remain undisturbed. This property of neutrinos provides the
possibility to trace back the position of neutrino sources; consequently, evidence
may be derived for the acceleration mechanism of cosmic rays in astrophysical
objects. Being stable particles, neutrinos can reach us from (very) distant sources.
In addition, neutrinos are weakly interacting particles, so that they can pene-
trate regions which are opaque to photons or cosmic rays. All together, neutrinos
are considered unique cosmic messengers. However, the measurement of cos-
mic neutrinos requires a large detector volume as a consequence of the very low
interaction probability.

Historically, the Homestake solar-neutrino experiment (1970-1994) [Cle98] can
be considered as the first neutrino observatory. The aim of the experiment was to
measure the neutrinos produced by nuclear-fusion reactions taking place in the
core of the Sun. The detection method of the experiment relies on the measure-
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ment of the reaction νe + 37Cl → 37Ar + e− in a tank of chlorine. The detection
of these neutrinos proved that nuclear fusion is the process supplying the energy
source for the Sun.

Kamiokande [H+87] and IMB [V+88] (1987) were the first ever experiments
which observed extraterrestrial neutrinos. A total of 19 neutrinos from a super-
nova explosion (SN1987) in the Large Magellanic cloud were observed. The obser-
vation confirmed theoretical models describing the core collapse of supernovae.
These few observed cosmic-neutrino events have not only provided us informa-
tion about the evolution of supernovae, but have also led to several limits on
properties of neutrinos, such as limits on neutrino mass, charge, and magnetic
moment.

ANTARES, the Deep-Sea Neutrino Telescope

The neutrinos generated in the Sun and in supernova explosions have energies
in the order of several MeV, whereas the neutrinos produced by cosmic-ray ac-
celerators are expected to have much higher energies. The two largest operating
high-energy neutrino detectors, i.e. ANTARES [A+11a] in the Mediterranean
Sea and IceCube [HK10] at the South Pole, are able to reconstruct the direction
of high-energy neutrinos up to the sub-degree precision level. This precision
is sufficient to pursue astronomical research goals and the reason for the term
neutrino telescope used for a high-energy neutrino detector. The ANTARES neu-
trino telescope aims to measure the high-energy neutrino flux and locate point
sources in the multi-TeV energy range. Primarily this is achieved by detecting up-
going muons caused by charged-current interactions of neutrinos having passed
through the Earth. However, the reconstruction of neutrino-induced showers,
initiated by the charged-current interaction of electron neutrinos as well as the
neutral-current interaction of all neutrino flavours, extends the sensitivity of the
detector to all neutrino flavours. A neutrino-induced shower consists of short-
range (typically of the order of a few meters) trajectories of particles emitting
Cherenkov light. Due to this property, showers have a poor angular resolution
compared to muon tracks (which have a typical range of several hundred me-
ters). However, showers are well-contained events in the detection volume. This
characteristic of showers allows for a better energy estimation compared to muon
tracks.

In this thesis, the emphasis is put on the measurement of neutrino-induced
showers. We have pursued this measurement in order to search for a diffuse flux
of high-energy extraterrestrial neutrinos. The search for a diffuse flux of extrater-
restrial neutrinos from unresolved astrophysical sources can probe the existence
of high-energy neutrinos. The search strategy relies on the expectation of a hard
spectrum, dφ/dE ∝ E−2, associated with the astrophysical neutrino flux φ, in con-
trast to the soft spectrum, dφ/dE ∝ E−3.7, for atmospheric neutrinos. For diffuse-
flux searches, neutrino-induced showers have two important advantages over
muon-tracks induced by νµ interactions. First, the atmospheric neutrino back-
ground for neutrino-induced showers is lower than that for νµ-induced tracks.
Second, as mentioned before, the measurement of showers allows a better en-
ergy estimation compared with muon tracks, which eventually leads to a better
differentiation between the hard spectrum of the astrophysical neutrino signal
and the soft spectrum of the atmospheric neutrino background.
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A major challenge associated with the measurement of neutrino-induced show-
ers is the selection of showers from the overwhelming background of down-
going atmospheric muons. We have developed a strategy to reconstruct and
eventually select up-going neutrino-induced showers. The event selection re-
lies on sharp criteria for observables describing the directions and topologies of
shower-candidate events. To this end, we have exploited the multivariate anal-
ysis (MVA) in order to efficiently combine various selective cuts and to express
them as one discriminating variable. This reduces the cut optimisation problem
to a one-dimensional problem. Chapter 6 will describe the event selection in
more detail.

KM3NeT, the Future Deep-Sea Neutrino Telescope of Multi Cubic-km
Size

Based on the experiences of the pilot projects ANTARES [A+11a], NEMO [C+09]
and NESTOR [Rap09], the KM3NeT collaboration plans to equip an active de-
tection volume of multi cubic-km size at the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea
with an array of Multi-PhotoMultiplier Tube Digital Optical Modules (Multi-
PMT DOMs) [B+11]. A DOM consists of 31 3-inch PMTs, which is designed
to provide a homogeneous photon acceptance and to reduce the environmental
background by local coincidences between neighbouring sensors. Even though
this thesis is focused on the ANTARES data analysis, we have also studied the
performance of the KM3NeT DOMs (see [H+12]). Furthermore, we have taken
some preliminary steps towards evaluating the potential of KM3NeT for the mea-
surement of neutrino-induced showers [Zij11]. In the outlook of this thesis, we
will discuss the prospects of this work for KM3NeT.

Outline

The outline of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of
cosmic-ray detection and the neutrino-production mechanisms. The ANTARES
experiment is described in chapter 3. Chapter 4 summarises the simulation tools
as well as the experimental and Monte-Carlo data samples used in this analysis.
Chapter 5 describes the algorithm we have developed to reconstruct the param-
eters of neutrino-induced showers, i.e. interaction vertex, direction and energy.
Chapter 6 introduces the selection strategy developed in the context of this work
in order to select the shower signals induced by a diffuse flux of cosmic neutri-
nos. The selection strategy has been optimised by using a blind analysis method
in order to prevent possible biases in the selection [HL]. Only 5% of the experi-
mental data sample was used to study the selection strategy. After the analysis
procedure was accepted by the ANTARES collaboration, the remaining 95% of
the data has been processed without changing the selection criteria. Chapter 7
summarises the result obtained after the data unblinding. Finally, chapter 8 is
devoted to the summary and an outlook to future observations.
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Chapter 2
Neutrino Astronomy

The knowledge of anything, since all things have causes,
is not acquired or complete unless it is known by its
causes.

Ibn Sina (Avicenna)

The observation of high-energy cosmic rays has led to a conceptual problem
that involves both astronomy and particle physics and concerns the origin and
the possible production mechanisms of high-energy cosmic rays. High-energy
cosmic rays consist of protons and nuclei and are thought to be produced by non-
thermal processes in astronomical objects which release a large amount of energy.
The locations of such astronomical objects are yet unidentified, because the flight
paths of cosmic rays can be deflected by galactic magnetic fields. However, high-
energy neutrinos, which can be produced by interactions of cosmic rays in or
around the source, can reach the Earth undisturbed and, therefore, they are con-
sidered unique cosmic messengers. Measurements of high-energy neutrinos can
provide new insight into the non-thermal processes in the Universe.

Section 2.1 describes the non-thermal processes through which cosmic rays
can gain high energies. The related processes of neutrino production are de-
scribed in section 2.2.

The candidates for cosmic neutrino sources and the theoretical predictions
are summarised in section 2.3. Finally, section 2.5 explicitly discusses the expec-
tations for a detectable diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos.

2.1 High-Energy Cosmic Rays

High-energy cosmic rays are ions stripped from their surrounding electrons due
to their high-speed passage through space. Cosmic rays consist of about 90%
protons, 9% helium nuclei and 1% electrons, as well as a small fraction of nuclei
of heavier elements [GS06]. Our current knowledge about cosmic rays is based
on either direct measurements by experiments on board satellites and balloons or
indirect measurements by ground-based experiments observing the extensive air
showers caused by the interactions of cosmic rays with the Earth’s atmosphere.

5



CHAPTER 2. NEUTRINO ASTRONOMY

Figure 2.1: Differential energy spectrum of cosmic rays. The measured spectrum (data
points) presents two abrupt changes in the spectral index just above 1015

eV, known as knee, and above 1018 eV, known as ankle, both of which de-
viate from the standard exponential decline (dashed (red) line). Plot taken
from [Cha].

Figure 2.1 presents the measured flux of cosmic rays impinging on the Earth’s at-
mosphere. The measured energies of the cosmic rays span many orders of mag-
nitude, up to energies above 1020 eV. The spectrum follows a broken power law
dN/dE ∝ E−γ. The measured value of the spectral index γ changes from about
2.7 to about 3.0 at an energy of about 3 × 1015 eV. The change in the spectral
slope of cosmic rays may be due to several effects such as the acceleration limit
of Galactic cosmic ray sources, the leakage of high-energy cosmic rays from the
Galaxy and the interaction with the background photons. This phenomenon is
known as spectral knee. At the energy about 3× 1018 eV, the value of the spectral
index changes back to about 2.7. This feature is known as spectral ankle. The ob-
served cosmic rays with the energies above the ankle are expected to originate
from extra-galactic sources.

The origin of cosmic rays is still an open question. Some theoretical models
have been developed to explain the possible sources of cosmic rays, which will

6



2.1. HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS

be discussed in the following sections. These theoretical models also predict the
production of high-energy neutrinos by related processes in the very sources of
cosmic rays. The high-energy neutrinos can directly reach the Earth, since their
propagation in space is not affected by magnetic fields in space. Relying on our
current knowledge on neutrino interactions, productions and propagation, there-
fore, it is feasible to identify the sources of cosmic rays and reveal the mechanisms
causing the very high energy release. The measurement of high-energy neutrinos
requires a large detector volume as a consequence of the low interaction proba-
bility.

Before discussing the production and propagation of high-energy neutrinos,
we intend to explain the acceleration mechanism of cosmic rays, in order to pro-
vide the important link between the sources of cosmic rays and high-energy neu-
trinos.

Fermi Acceleration

The first-order Fermi acceleration was proposed to describe the acceleration tak-
ing place in supernova shocks [Pro12]. The Fermi acceleration mechanism is ap-
plicable to strong shocks in other astrophysical contexts. Therefore, it is consid-
ered the primary acceleration mechanism responsible for accelerating particles
up to the observed cosmic-ray energies. A supernova explosion ejects materials
in the amount of several solar masses in the interstellar medium (ISM) with a
typical speed |~u| ' 104 km/s driving a shock wave into the ISM. The velocity of
the ejecta is related to the shock velocity ~Vs by hydrodynamics [Pro12]:

~u =
3
4
~Vs. (2.1)

Figure 2.2 depicts the situation in the frame of an observer at rest, where the
shock propagates through the stationary ISM. The acceleration occurs when the
particles around the shock boundary are repeatedly reflected while crossing the
shock front. The reflection can take place by elastic scattering caused by magnetic
irregularities in the medium surrounding the shock. In the frame of the down-
stream region, the energy of a particle crossing the shock front with energy E1
and angle θ1 is given by:

E′1 = ΓE1 (1− β cos θ1) , (2.2)

where β = |~u|
c , c is the speed of light in vacuum and Γ = (1− β)−

1
2 . The

energy of the particle E2, when reflected back to the upstream region, crossing
the shock front with angle θ2 is given by:

E2 = ΓE′1 (1 + β cos θ2)

= Γ2E1
(
1 + β(cos θ2 − cos θ1)− β2 cos θ2 cos θ1

)
. (2.3)

Neglecting the terms proportional to β2, the average fractional energy gain ε
in one acceleration cycle considering isotropic fluxes of cosmic rays in the down-
stream and upstream regions, i.e. 〈cos θ2〉 = − 〈cos θ1〉 = 2/3, is given by:

ε =

〈
E2 − E1

E1

〉
= β (〈cos θ2〉 − 〈cos θ1〉) =

4
3

β =
Vs

c
. (2.4)

7
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the first-order Fermi acceleration mechanism. A particle
can be repeatedly scattered by the magnetic irregularities in the two plasmas
in the downstream and upstream regions. As the particle in the upstream
region gets reflected back by the downstream plasma, it gains a fraction of its
original energy.

The energy of the particle linearly increases in each acceleration cycle. There-
fore, in order to reach the energy E, a particle with initial energy E0 has to bounce
nb times between the downstream and upstream regions:

nb =
log (E/E0)

log (1 + ε)
. (2.5)

To calculate the energy spectrum of cosmic rays, we need to find the escape
probability Pesc = Rloss/Rscat of cosmic rays, i.e. the ratio of the rate Rloss of cosmic
rays lost downstream to the rate of cosmic rays scattered back to the downstream
region. Assuming an isotropic flux for cosmic rays in the upstream region, one
can simply calculate the scattering rate Rscat for the cosmic rays in the upstream
region travelling at speed c and angle θ to the shock normal in the frame of an
observer at rest:

Rscat =
n0

4π

∫ 1

0
c cos θ 2π d(cos θ) =

n0c
4

[m−2s−1], (2.6)

where n0 is the number density of cosmic rays. Since cosmic rays are advected
away from the shock with velocity |~Vs − ~u|, Rloss is given by:

Rloss =
n0Vs

4
. (2.7)

If we have N0 particles at time t = 0, there are N0(1 − Pesc)nb left after nb
acceleration cycles. Using equation 2.5, the differential flux of cosmic rays is
given by:

8



2.2. NEUTRINO PRODUCTION IN ASTROPHYSICAL SOURCES

dN
dE

∝ (1− Pesc)
nb =

(
E
E0

) log(1−Pesc)
log(1+ε)

∝ E−γ. (2.8)

The last step is obtained by using the identity relation (XlogY = YlogX). The
spectral index γ for non-relativistic shock fronts with a Mach number M is calcu-
lated in [Gai90] resulting in γ = 2 + 4/M2. In case M >> 1, γ = 2. More precise
calculations predict values for the spectral index at the source between 2.1 and
2.4 [LM00].

The measured spectral index is larger and thus the spectrum is steeper than
the expected spectrum at the source. This deviation can be explained by mod-
els describing the propagation and interaction of cosmic rays between the source
and the Earth. For inter-galactic sources, the leakage of the high-energy cosmic-
rays can cause a steeper spectrum at the Earth. The leakage can be caused by
high-energy particles which have larger probability to escape from the Galaxy
due to their larger gyromagnetic radii. For extra-galactic sources, the steep-
ness can be due to the interactions of cosmic rays with the Cosmic Microwave
Background which results in photo-meson production (see section 2.2), as well
as electron-positron pair production. This effect is known as Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuzmin (GZK) effect, which suppresses the propagation of cosmic rays with en-
ergies above 1019 eV over distances larger than 50 Mpc [Gre66, ZK66].

2.2 Neutrino Production in Astrophysical Sources

The observation of cosmic rays as well as the known sources of non-thermal ra-
diations can provide a guidance for the observation of cosmic neutrinos. Models
of neutrino production rely on the decay of charged pions caused by the inter-
actions of high-energy protons with target protons or photons surrounding the
accelerating astrophysical objects:

p + X → π± + Y
↪→ µ± + νµ(ν̄µ) (2.9)

↪→ e± + νe(ν̄e) + ν̄µ(νµ)

p + γ→ π+ + n
↪→ µ+ + νµ (2.10)

↪→ e+ + νe + ν̄µ

An additional outcome of the interaction can be the production of neutral
pions which decay in gamma rays:

p + X → π0 + Y (2.11)
↪→ γ + γ

Therefore, the fluxes of neutrinos and gamma rays, caused by decays of pions,
are closely related. A calculation by [GSv1] shows that the two fluxes are roughly
equal. However, it must be noted that the gamma rays can induce electromag-
netic cascades via e−e+ pair production, which causes radiations at lower ener-
gies. Therefore, the fluxes of gamma rays and neutrinos can be related only if
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Accretion disk

Jet of high-energy particles

Black hole

Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the standard AGN model. Picture adapted from [Bra].

the fluxes are obtained by integrating over energy. Nevertheless, the observation
of gamma rays cannot necessarily indicate neutrino production in the sources.
Contrary to neutrinos, the gamma rays can also be produced by electromagnetic
interactions, e.g. gamma-ray production via bremsstrahlung radiation or inverse
Compton scattering caused by high-energy electrons.

The range of gamma rays is limited, since they can interact electromagneti-
cally. Neutrinos, however, are free from the electromagnetic interaction and thus
can be exploited as messengers from distant sources.

2.3 Sources of Cosmic Neutrinos

Active Galactic Nuclei

An Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN) ranges among the brightest gamma-ray sources
in the Universe. Therefore, AGNs are considered as the most promising can-
didate for neutrino sources. Although AGNs are compact objects, their energy
emission is comparable to that of an entire galaxy [Ree84].

Figure 2.3 schematically illustrates the standard AGN model. AGNs consist
of a super-massive black hole (108 Solar masses) located at the centre of a galaxy,
surrounded by matter in an accretion disk. The matter is heated in the accretion
disk and spirals into the black hole. The heated matter is ejected by relativistic
jets perpendicular to the disk.

AGNs with a relativistic jet pointing to the Earth are called Blazars. Markar-
ian 421 [K+01] is one of the blazars closest to the Earth and has been observed to
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produce gamma-ray signals with an energy spectrum between 260 GeV and 17
TeV. Typically the emission spectrum of AGNs ranges over the full electromag-
netic spectrum, from radio wavelengths to TeV gamma rays. Currently there
are two models describing the observed spectrum of AGNs: leptonic [G+17]
and hadronic jet [Sik10] accretion models. The leptonic models rely on inverse
Compton scattering of relativistic electrons on abundant photons emitted by syn-
chrotron radiation from the radio jet. Thus the low-energy synchrotron photons
are up-scattered to high-energy photons. On the other hand, hadronic models, as
discussed before, rely on the photo-meson production caused by the interaction
of high-energy protons with abundant photons in the surrounding medium. A
combined model, exploiting both leptonic and hadronic emission processes, fits
well to the observed spectrum of many AGNs [A+80].

Gamma-Ray Bursts

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most luminous electromagnetic sources known
in the Universe. The amount of energy that GRBs can release in a few seconds is
larger than the energy that the Sun will emit in its entire 10 billion-years lifetime.
The typical energy release of a GRB corresponds to the conversion of about 1% of
the mass of the Sun into energy. GRBs emit gamma rays in a short time window
between a few milliseconds to a few seconds. Depending on the duration of the
emission time window, GRBs are classified into two main classes: long GRBs and
short GRBs.

Long GRBs have an average duration of 30 seconds. The studies shows that
the long GRBs are associated with Supernovae, i.e. the explosive death of massive
a star, which occurs when the core collapses to a neutron star or a black hole, and
galaxies with rapid star formation [G+08]. Short GRBs last for some fractions of
a second. Short GRBs typically emit a total kinetic energy which exceeds that
of long GRBs by several orders of magnitude. It is believed that short GRBs
are associated with processes relying on the mergers of neutron star - neutron
star binaries or neutron star - black hole binaries [LRR07]. The binary system
loses its energy due to gravitational radiation and spirals closer until the tidal
forces disintegrate the neutron star. This process releases a tremendous amount
of energy in a short period of time before merging into a single black hole takes
place.

Despite the different processes governing the two GRB classes, the acceler-
ation mechanisms which give rise to the gamma-ray emission most likely are
independent of the GRB class. Figure 2.4 schematically presents a so-called Fire-
ball model [MR93], the most favoured model for GRBs. The model proposes
a relativistic expanding fireball caused by an explosion initiated by the collaps-
ing core of a massive star or the merger of two compact objects. Therefore, the
model probes ultra-relativistic electrons and protons accelerated in the relativis-
tic expanding fireball. High-energy protons can initiate photo-meson production
which subsequently can cause neutrino production.

Supernova Remnants

A massive star (with a mass 8 times heavier than the Solar mass) at the end of its
life can initiate an explosion releasing an amount of energy of about 6.24× 1052
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Figure 2.4: Schematic view of a Fireball-GRB model. Picture taken from [uIfHEI].

TeV [vdS+40]. About 99% of this energy is emitted as neutrinos in the MeV range.
The remaining energy is propagated into the interstellar medium forming a rel-
ativistic shock wave which may cause particle acceleration. As a consequence,
the interaction of accelerated protons with the ambient matter can cause photo-
meson production which ultimately may lead to the production of high-energy
gamma rays and neutrinos. Supernova remnants (SNRs) have been observed
which provide evidence for proton acceleration [G+68, E+22].

The remnant of a supernova explosion is a rapidly spinning neutron star with
pulsed radio emission, which is called Pulsar. A constant outflow of particles
from the Pulsar’s magnetosphere creates the Pulsar wind nebula. The wind can
hit the interstellar medium and can eventually cause shock waves and photo-
meson production. Alternatively, the magnetic field of a rapidly spinning neu-
tron star can accelerate protons [Roy99]. The supernova remnants can provide
a target for accelerated protons and can ultimately initiate the high-energy neu-
trino production.

SNRs are the most promising galactic sources of neutrino production. In par-
ticular, the SNR RXJ1713 [Col11] is one of the best known galactic sources emit-
ting high-energy gamma rays. This potential source can be used as a prime target
for KM3NeT, the future deep-sea neutrino telescope [ATftKC13].

Microquasars

Microquasars are galactic objects associated with X-ray binary systems (see fig-
ure 2.5). Microquasars consist of a central compact star, e.g. a neutron star or a
black hole, which attracts matter from a companion red giant star. Therefore, a mi-
croquasar resembles a small AGN accreting matter and, therefore, leading to the
formation of relativistic jets which may cause particle acceleration [Z+10]. Conse-
quently, the interaction of the accelerated protons with the synchrotron photons
caused by accelerated electrons can cause neutrino production.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of a Microquasar accretion process. Picture taken from [ESA].

2.4 Atmospheric Muons and Neutrinos

The interaction of cosmic rays with the air in the atmosphere causes a cascade of
particles, i.e. an air shower. Similar to the process described in section 2.2, atmo-
spheric muons and neutrinos are produced through the decay of pions in the air
shower. Among all particles produced in the air shower, atmospheric muons are
abundantly detected by underground or underwater neutrino telescopes aiming
at neutrino detection and present a serious background for the detection of astro-
physical neutrinos.

The rate of atmospheric muons in the ANTARES detector is about 1-10 Hz
which exceeds the rate of neutrinos by several orders of magnitude (see fig-
ure 2.6). A large number of these muons can be rejected by selecting only up-
going events, exploiting the Earth as the natural filter against all charged parti-
cles (see section 3.1.1). However, muon bundles produced in the same air shower
induce events which can be misinterpreted as up-going events [Hei04]. A muon
bundle consists of multiple muons produced by an interaction of a primary cos-
mic ray, passing the detector so that their signals are causally connected.

Atmospheric muon neutrinos are produced through the decay of pions and
kaons while the electron neutrinos are mostly produced in K± and K0

L decays.
The flux of the atmospheric neutrinos is also shown in figure 2.6. The mean free
path of pions and kaons in the atmosphere is shorter than their decay length for
energies above 100 GeV. Therefore, the energy spectrum of the emerging neutri-
nos becomes steeper, i.e. dN/dE ∝ E−3.7. This property of atmospheric neutrinos
allows to discriminate them from astrophysical neutrinos with a harder energy
spectrum dN/dE ∝ E−2.
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Figure 2.6: Flux of atmospheric muons and muons induced by atmospheric neutrinos
as a function of the cosine of the zenith angle Θz. The figure is taken
from [Col32].

2.5 Diffuse Cosmic Neutrinos

The observation of previously described individual sources of high-energy neu-
trinos can furnish the most direct way of probing the existence of cosmic neutri-
nos. In practice, the direct observation of high-energy neutrinos by the ANTARES
detector can be challenging due to the low intensity of such sources [Bia10]. How-
ever, the measurement of a so-called diffuse flux of extraterrestrial neutrinos from
unresolved astrophysical sources can probe the existence of high-energy neutri-
nos. The measurement of a flux φ(E) of extraterrestrial neutrinos of diffuse origin
(diffuse flux) relies on the expectation of a hard spectrum, dφ/dE ∝ E−2, associ-
ated with astrophysical neutrinos in contrast to the soft spectrum, dφ/dE ∝ E−3.7,
for atmospheric neutrinos. In other words, the analysis aims to detect an excess
of high-energy events over the expected yield of atmospheric neutrino events.

As described previously, the observation of a diffuse flux of gamma rays can
provide a theoretical upper limit for the observation of a diffuse flux of cosmic
neutrinos. However, our current observations of a diffuse flux of gamma-rays are
limited to only a few sectors of the full energy range [Act08]. The EGRET satellite
has measured the diffuse flux of gamma-rays in an energy range between 30 MeV
and 100 GeV [S+98]:
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E2φγ(E) = (1.37± 0.06)× 10−6[GeVcm−2sr−1s−1] (2.12)

There are several theoretical models predicting the diffuse neutrino flux from
astrophysical sources. Figure 2.7 shows the neutrino spectrum for three of the
most favoured theoretical predictions: the Waxman-Bahcall (WB) bound [WB98],
a model for pγ interactions in Blazar jets [Man95], and the GRB model by Wax-
man and Bahcall [WB97].

Among all the theoretical predictions, the WB bound is of highest interest,
because it represents a reference threshold which may ultimately be reached by
large volume neutrino detectors. The WB method constrains the neutrino flux
using the observation of cosmic rays at the energy about 1019 eV. The calculation
of the upper bound relies on several hypotheses: a) the high-energy cosmic rays
are associated with the decay of neutrons escaping the magnetic fields of the
sources; b) neutrinos are generated by photo-meson production; c) the sources
are transparent to high-energy neutrons; d) the spectral shape of cosmic rays is
given by dN/dE ∝ E−2.

All the predictions have been normalised to one neutrino flavour. The hori-
zontal lines indicate the 90% confidence-level upper limits on the diffuse flux of
extraterrestrial muon neutrinos as they have been set by ANTARES (334 data-
taking days), AMANDA (807 data-taking days), IceCube-40 (IC-40, 375 data-
taking days). Upper limits on extraterrestrial neutrino-induced showers have
been set by AMANDA (807 data-taking days), Baikal-NT200 (1038 data-taking
days) and IceCube-79 (IC-79, 317 data-taking days). For details of the measure-
ments see [KS07].

The ultimate goal of any search for a diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos is to
either present a sensitive upper limit excluding certain models of cosmic neutrino
production or to present an experimentally determined flux of cosmic neutrinos.

  

6

IC-79

AMANDA
Baikal NT200

AMANDA
ANTARES
IC-40

ShowersMuons

Figure 2.7: The upper limits on the diffuse flux of extraterrestrial neutrinos at 90% confi-
dence level. See text for details. The figure is adapted from [KS07].
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Chapter 3
The ANTARES Experiment

In seeking wisdom, the first step is silence, the second
listening, the third remembering, the fourth practicing,
the fifth teaching others.

Ibn Gabirol

This chapter describes the basic principle of underwater neutrino telescopes.
The main features of the ANTARES detector are summarised in section 3.2. In
section 3.3 we describe the Data-Acquisition System of the experiment. We present
some aspects of the calibration of the detector in section 3.4. Finally, in section 3.5,
we discuss the optical background observed in the ANTARES detector.

3.1 Neutrino Telescopes

3.1.1 Principle of Measurement

The detection principle of high-energy neutrino telescopes relies on the measure-
ment of Cherenkov light emitted from relativistic charged particles caused by
the interaction of neutrinos with matter (ice or water) inside or surrounding the
active detection volume. The direction and energy of neutrinos can be inferred
from a precise measurement of the arrival time and intensity of the Cherenkov
light on a three-dimensional array of PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs). Neutrinos
create trajectories of leptons through charged-current interactions, while neutral-
current neutrino interactions cause hadronic showers and provide sensitivity to
all neutrino flavours.

Muons initiated by interactions of muon neutrinos can travel a considerable
distance producing Cherenkov light along the muon trajectory. If the length of
the trajectory of a charged particle exceeds the granularity of the detector, the
trajectory is called track. As described in section 2.4, the interactions of cosmic
rays with the Earth’s atmosphere induce air showers. High-energy atmospheric
muons can penetrate the atmosphere and the overburden water reaching the
ANTARES detector (see section 3.2). Therefore, up-going muons as the signa-
tures of neutrinos are selected in order to reject the overwhelming background
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Figure 3.1: Primary detection principle of neutrino telescopes. a) Up-going muons
caused by a charged-current interaction of extraterrestrial muon neutrinos,
e.g. neutrinos emitted from an AGN (image b), are free from the background
of atmospheric muons. c) The neutrino direction can be reconstructed from
the cone of Cherenkov light emitted from the neutrino-induced muon passing
the 3-dimensional grid of PMTs. d) Feynman diagram of the charged-current
interaction of a muon neutrino with a nucleon (N).

of atmospheric muons, exploiting the Earth as a natural filter against all charged
particles (see figure 3.1). Most of these neutrinos originate from air showers, i.e.
atmospheric neutrinos, forming an irreducible background for the study of astro-
physical muon neutrinos. Neutrino telescopes are primarily focused on the re-
construction of muon tracks, aiming at a direct detection of astrophysical sources
of cosmic neutrinos.

On the other hand, the electron resulting from a charged current interaction
of an electron neutrino as well as hadronic cascades caused by neutral current
interactions of all neutrino flavours produce a localised source of Cherenkov
light. Such localised events allow a better energy estimation for neutrino-induced
showers (see section 5.5) compared with neutrino-induced muons, which even-
tually leads to a better differentiation between a hard spectrum of astrophysical
neutrinos and a soft spectrum of the atmospheric neutrino background. This
feature is particularly of interest for the measurement of a diffuse flux of astro-
physical neutrinos, which is composed of contributions from many unresolved
sources of astrophysical neutrinos.

In this thesis, we will focus on up-going neutrino-induced showers in order
to search for a diffuse flux of extraterrestrial neutrinos in the multi-TeV energy
range (see chapter 6). In this energy range, the contribution of the background
of atmospheric neutrinos is efficiently reduced to allow the study of high-energy
extraterrestrial neutrinos.
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3.1.2 Cherenkov Radiation

Detection of neutrinos in a neutrino telescope relies on the measurement of Che-
renkov light induced by the passage of the relativistic charged particles produced
by interactions of neutrinos.

A charged particle displaces the electrons in the atoms along its trajectory as
it moves through a medium; therefore, the atoms are turned into dipoles along
the trajectory of the passing charged particle. In the wake of the charged particle,
the atoms revert to their previous orientation. The reorientation of the dipoles
results in emission of electromagnetic radiation. For a charged particle travelling
at a speed less than the speed of light in the medium c/n (n is the index of refrac-
tion), the induced dipoles are symmetrically oriented around the charged parti-
cle; therefore, the photon amplitudes interfere destructively. When the speed of
the particle exceeds the speed of light in the medium, the symmetry is broken
and the photon amplitudes interfere constructively, resulting in a radiation along
a so-called Cherenkov cone.

The angle θC of the Cherenkov cone is defined as follows:

cos θC =
1

βn
, (3.1)

where β is the ratio between the speed v of the particle and the speed c of the
light in vacuum. For reactions of high-energy neutrinos, β ≈ 1 in water, θC is
about 42.3◦.

3.2 The ANTARES Detector

ANTARES stands for ”Astronomy with a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss envi-
ronmental RESearch”. The ANTARES 12-string configuration was completed in
May 2008, making it the largest neutrino telescope operating in the Northern
hemisphere [A+11a]. It is located at a depth of approximately 2500 m in the
Mediterranean Sea, about 40 km off the coast of Toulon. Currently 8 countries
are collaborating in the ANTARES experiment providing 150 members from 30
institutes of particle physics, astronomy and sea science. Figure 3.2 shows the
location of ANTARES.

The ANTARES telescope explores the southern sky including the Galactic
Centre which locates identified sources of high-energy gamma rays [A+11a].
Complementary to the IceCube detector [HK10], ANTARES extends the reach of
neutrino astronomy to the whole Universe. Moreover, being located in the deep
sea, the ANTARES infrastructure provides innovative techniques for research in
Earth and marine sciences. Since the ANTARES infrastructure maintains a per-
manent cable connection to shore, a variety of sensors for the measurement of sea
parameters, like salinity, oxygen content, flow and temperature, can be installed
and surveyed over long periods of times.

Detection Units

As shown in figure 3.3, the ANTARES neutrino telescope consists of 12 detection
strings which are cables anchored on the sea bed via a Bottom String Socket (BSS)
and kept vertically straight by a buoy located at the top. The BSS houses a dead
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Figure 3.2: Location of the ANTARES neutrino telescope. Figure taken from [Col32].
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Figure 3.3: Schematic layout of the ANTARES detector. A floor consists of three optical
modules, housing one PMT each, together with a local control module. Each
string is made up by 25 floors and connected to the junction box. The data are
transfered to shore via the electro-optical cable, where they are processed by
a computer farm situated in the shore station.

weight and a String Control Module (SCM), as well as an acoustic device which
allows the strings to be released when an acoustic command is sent from a ship
on the surface. The distance between the strings is about 60-75 m.
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Figure 3.4: Drawing of the ANTARES detection floor showing the three optical modules
and the cylindrical container for the electronics. A hydrophone is visible on
the left bottom of the picture (see section 3.4).

A string consists of five sectors which are stand-alone systems connected to
the Data AcQuisition (DAQ) and the power distribution system. Each sector
is a group of five detection floors (storeys), containing a Master Local Control
Module (MLCM) which collects the data taken by the floors and sends them to
shore. The distance between the adjacent floors is 14.5 meters. A floor consists of
a triplet of Optical Modules (OMs) which is depicted in figure 3.4. The OMs are
oriented downward at an angle of 45◦ with respect to the vertical. The OMs are
held by a titanium frame which provides the mechanical connection to the string
and contains a cylinder housing electronics, which is called the Local Control
Module (LCM).

An OM is a pressure resistant glass sphere with a diameter of 43 cm, housing
a PMT. The PMT is glued to one of the hemispheres with silicone gel, and the
other hemisphere is painted black, providing the electrical connection between
the outside and the inside of the OM via a penetrator. Hamamatsu R7081-20
PMTs [Col05] with a diameter of 10 inch and 14 amplification stages are used
for the ANTARES detector. The timing resolution of an ANTARES PMT is typi-
cally better than 3 ns and is determined by the Transit Time Spread (TTS) of the
photo-electrons. In addition to timing resolution, the dark rate of the PMT is a key
parameter that influences the total performance of the detector. The ANTARES
PMTs are selected to have a dark rate below 10 kHz such that the dark rate is
negligible compared to the photon background rate. A detailed description of
the ANTARES optical module is given in [A+11a].

The full ANTARES detector consists of 885 OMs and 15 acoustic neutrino
detection systems (for more details about the acoustic detection see [A+10a]). The
ANTARES detection units are connected to a so called Junction Box (JB) which
provides the junction to the Main Electro-Optical Cable (MEOC) of 45 km length.
The cable transmits the power and the data between the detector and the shore
station. The data arrive in a computer farm located at the Shore Station (near
Toulon, France), i.e. the location of the ANTARES control room.

In addition to the ANTARES physics instrumentation (the 12 lines), there is
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a 13th line (IL07) containing an ensemble of oceanographic sensors dedicated to
the measurement of the environmental parameters.

3.3 Data Acquisition System

The main task of the Data Acquisition System is to digitise the analogue signals
from the ANTARES PMTs and eventually convert them into a format suitable
for the physics data analysis. The data preparation consists of the conversion of
the analogue pulses from the PMTs into digital data, data filtering, storage of the
filtered data, and archiving the run settings. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic view of
the ANTARES DAQ system. This section covers some aspects of the ANTARES
DAQ system. More detailed information can be found in [A+07].

3.3.1 Hit Digitisation

During data taking the analogue signals from the ANTARES PMTs are processed
by front-end chips, so called ARS (Analogue Ring Sampler) chips, which digitise
the time stamp of each PMT signal and the total charge of the pulse. The digiti-
sation is triggered when the signal voltage crosses the voltage threshold (typically
the equivalent of 0.3 photo-electrons). The voltage threshold is set to eliminate
the noise which is mainly due to the dark current in the PMT. In addition to the
voltage threshold, the ARS can be programmed with a value for the integration
gate, i.e. a time interval during which the current on the anode is integrated (typi-
cally an interval of 35 ns). The integration gate is set to integrate most of the PMT
signal, while limiting the contribution of electronic noise.

A local clock is used to timestamp each triggered PMT signal. Sub-ns preci-
sion is achieved by a time-to-voltage converter (TVC) that is used to interpolate
between two subsequent clock pulses. The voltage provided by the TVC is digi-
tised with an eight-bit analogue-to-digital converter. The ARS produces hits from
the combined time and charge information of the PMT signal during the integra-
tion time.

The ARS has a dead time of about 200 ns due to the limited transfer speed in
the analogue pipelines. To compensate for this dead time, each PMT is read out
by two ARS chips, which alternately digitise the analogue signals.

3.3.2 Master Clock System

The reconstruction of neutrino interactions relies on the accurate determination
of the arrival times of Cherenkov photons. The key element for this precision is
a master clock which generates 20 MHz signals on the shore and distributes them
through an optical cable network to local clocks in the LCMs. The master clock
periodically measures the relative offsets between the local clocks by echoing
signals received in the LCMs back to the shore station. The offset is caused by the
differences in the optical path lengths.

In order to provide coincidence detection with other astrophysical observa-
tions, e.g. from satellites detecting Gamma Ray Bursts or from gravitational-
wave detection systems, an absolute timing accuracy of the order of 1 ms is
required. This is achieved by linking the master clock to the Global Positioning
System (GPS).
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the ANTARES DAQ system. Each detection floor (storey)
contains a local clock as well as a CPU. The sector modules contain an Ether-
net switch in addition. Interconnecting link cables (ILC) provide the connec-
tion between the junction box and the detection strings. The junction box is
connected to a single cable leading to the on-shore PC farm and the master
clock. The figure is adapted from [A+07].

3.3.3 Onshore Data Processing

High capacity buffers (64 MB SDRAM) in the LCMs temporarily store the data
collected offshore, allowing a de-randomisation of the data flow. The data are
packed offshore in hit maps with a predefined time-frame duration of about 100
ms. Subsequently, the data collected for the full detector in the same time frame
are sent to the shore station and are processed by a single data filter process in
the onshore data processing system.

The onshore data processing system consists of about 50 PCs, each PC han-
dling four data filter processes on its four processor cores. A data filter process
uses a fast algorithm to filter physics events from the data (see section 3.3.4).
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The algorithm processes each event (with frame duration of 100 ms) in about
500 ms. The filtered data are prepared in ROOT (Rapid Object-Oriented Technol-
ogy) [BR97] format and copied every night to the computer centre in Lyon 1.

3.3.4 ANTARES Triggers

Various selection criteria, i.e. triggers, are applied to the ANTARES data in order
to suppress the contamination of physics data by the optical background (see sec-
tion 3.5). The ANTARES triggers are a standard trigger, a directional trigger, muon
triggers based on local coincidences, a minimum-bias trigger for monitoring the
data quality, and triggers for multi-messenger search. In this section, we only
describe the ANTARES standard trigger, the so-called ”3N” trigger which has
been used in our data analysis. More detailed information about the ANTARES
trigger system can be found in [A+11a].

The standard trigger relies on the general causality relation:∣∣ti − tj
∣∣ = n

c
· rij (3.2)

where ti(tj) is the time of the hit, rij is the distance between the PMT hit i and
j, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and n is the index of refraction of the sea
water (see figure 3.6). In order to increase the efficiency of the hit selection, a pre-
selection is exploited. The preselection searches for L1 hits which are defined as
a) coinciding hits appearing in a time window of 20 ns between two neighbour-
ing PMTs in the same floor, or b) large hits, i.e. the number of photo-electrons
measured by a single PMT has to be larger than three. Then, the standard trigger
criteria are defined as either a set of at least five causally related L1 hits or a local
cluster of neighbouring L1 hits.

3.4 Calibration

Accurate information on the position and the timing of the ANTARES OMs plays
an essential role for the reconstruction of neutrino events. This section briefly
describes the calibration techniques which are exploited to determine the timing
and position of the ANTARES detector. More detailed information about the
detector calibration can be found in [A+11a].

3.4.1 Position Determination

The ANTARES OMs are mounted on flexible strings. Therefore, their positions
and orientations can be influenced by the sea current. Figure 3.7 presents the
typical x-y displacement of the five hydrophones in the horizontal plane. The
acoustic sensors are mounted on 5 sectors of a string (at different heights) and
are followed during a period of 6 months. In order to precisely measure the
orientation of the ANTARES OMs, each LCM is equipped with a tilt meter and
a compass. The positions of the OMs are determined by an acoustic position-
ing system which exploits hydrophones located at each line sector, recording the
acoustic signals from transmitters located at the bottom of each string. The po-
sition of the hydrophones can be measured by calculating the propagation times

1http://cc.in2p3.fr
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Figure 3.6: Passage of a muon emitting Cherenkov light which is detected by two PMTs
i and j.

Figure 3.7: Displacements in the horizontal plane of the five storeys (floors) housing po-
sitioning hydrophones of a line. The figure is taken from [A+11a].

of the acoustic signals. The shape of each detection string is reconstructed by
performing a global χ2 fit using the information of the combined measurements
from the tilt meters, compasses, and the acoustic positioning system. The relative
position of each individual OM is then calculated from this fit with an accuracy
of a few cm, which translates into a timing accuracy better than 0.5 ns.
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3.4.2 Timing Calibration

As mentioned in section 3.3.2, the relative time delays between the local clocks
are determined by the master clock. However, the Transit Time Spread (TTS)
of the PMTs, which may change during the operation of the detector, cannot be
measured using the clock system. LED pulsers mounted inside each OM illu-
minating the back of the photocathode are exploited to measure the TTS of the
PMTs. Since both the LED trigger and the resulting PMT signal are recorded by
the ARS, the transit time can be determined directly.

In addition to the clock system and the LED calibration, two different optical
beacons, i.e. LED and laser beacon, are used in order to calibrate the whole sys-
tem. LED beacons are distributed at different levels along each line, so that their
light can illuminate all storeys on the neighbouring strings. Two laser beacons
are located at the bottom of two central lines and operate in a similar way as the
LED beacons. Since the laser beacons provide more intense light, they are mainly
used for a cross-check of the timing calibration of the OMs of different lines. The
analysis of the resulting hit times provides the overall calibration of the PMTs
and the clock system. Precise measurements of position and time of the detector
module result in an overall timing accuracy of 1 ns [A+11a].

3.5 Optical Background

The optical background in the deep sea consists of two components: the baseline
and the bursts. Figure 3.8 shows the median rates (in kHz) measured with the
ANTARES PMTs on optical modules at two different depths (2037 m and 2386
m), using data collected during 2006 to 2008. The background from the baseline
has a typical rate between 60 kHz and 100 kHz. The baseline noise is partially
caused by the Cherenkov radiation induced by β-decays of the 40K contained in
the salt water, which is estimated to produce a random noise with a constant
rate of about 40 kHz per each 10-inch ANTARES PMT. The other contribution is
coming from the luminescence produced by living organisms, the so-called bi-
oluminescence which varies with the environmental conditions, e.g. flow and
nutrition conditions. The baseline rate mainly causes uncorrelated photon sig-
nals in the individual PMTs, so that it can be largely filtered by the ANTARES
trigger system (see section 3.3.4).

The bursts are caused by underwater multi-cellular organisms which can emit
light. The background of this type is known as occasional extremely high rates
up to several MHz, which last for a few seconds. Bursts produce localised and
aperiodic hits in the ANTARES detector, so that they cannot affect the whole
detector. The fraction of time during which the instantaneous background rate
exceeds the baseline rate by at least 20% is referred to as the burst fraction. Similar
to the baseline, the burst fraction also varies with time. The burst fraction in
ANTARES has a typical value between 0 and 40%.

3.6 ANTARES Event Topologies

A Charged-Current (CC) interaction of neutrinos may cause a leptonic particle
as well as a cascade of hadronic particles, exchanging a W-boson. On the other
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Figure 3.8: Median rates (in kHz) measured on two floors of Line 1 with ANTARES dur-
ing the period from March 2, 2006 to May 1, 2008.

hand, a Neutral-Current (NC) interaction of neutrinos may cause a cascade of
hadronic particles, exchanging a Z-boson. Depending on the neutrino flavour,
different interactions of neutrinos may cause different event topologies in the
ANTARES detector. In order to reconstruct and identify neutrino interactions, it
is important to analyse the different event topologies that may be observed. The
ANTARES events can be divided in two main event topologies: Events with a
track and events without a track.

3.6.1 Events With a Track

CC interactions of νµ(ν̄µ) and ντ(ν̄τ) 2 cause a cascade of short-range hadronic
particles, i.e. showers, as well as long trajectories of leptonic particles, i.e. µ and
τ tracks, as shown in figure 3.9 (a) and (b), respectively. In case of a CC νµ in-
teraction, the length of the muon track can be 2-3 orders of magnitude longer
than the length of the hadronic shower part, so that this type of event can be well
distinguished if the interaction vertex is located far from the instrumented vol-
ume. In a special case, a so-called escaping muon event, only the hadronic part of
the neutrino interaction is contained inside the instrumented volume, while the
muon track leaves the detector without depositing sufficient energy and causing
a sufficient number of PMT hits. In this case, most of the observed hits are caused
only by the hadronic shower part of the neutrino interaction. This type of event
can mimic a neutrino-induced shower without track.

On the other hand, CC interactions of ντ can cause totally different event
topologies. The sought signature of ντ can be a hadronic shower, a track, and
a shower. This event topology is called a double bang event. The average path
length for τ is only in the order of a few meters for τ energy below a few PeV
(see [Har06]). Therefore, the average path length of the τ is often suppressed in
the ANTARES energy range, so that the two showers cannot be separated and
the CC interaction of ντ is observed as a single shower-like structure.

2In this analysis, we assumed that the reactions of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are indistin-
guishable. From this moment onward, for simplification, we will use the term neutrino for both
neutrino and anti-neutrino.
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Figure 3.9: Feynman diagrams of neutrino interactions with a nucleon N, corresponding
to each event class in ANTARES. The interactions in the upper row refer to
event classes with a track and the interactions in the lower row are events
without a track. The figure is adapted from [Fol09].

3.6.2 Events Without a Track

A CC interaction of νe (see (c) in figure 3.9) causes a cascade of hadronic particles
followed by the induced electron. The induced electron undergoes substantial
energy loss via bremsstrahlung which can further cause the production of sec-
ondary electron-positron pairs. Secondary lepton pairs can re-iterate the whole
process until the energy of the secondary leptons drops below the critical energy,
i.e. the energy at which the rates of the losses by bremsstrahlung and ionization
are equal [Eid04]. Therefore, the induced electron generates an electromagnetic
shower. The range of the shower particles is only a few meters in the ANTARES
energy range (see section 5.1), so that the trajectories of the shower particles can-
not be resolved. Therefore, a νe-induced shower is observed as a bright, point-like
source of Cherenkov light with an emission volume much smaller than for track
events.

NC interactions of all neutrino flavours cause hadronic showers (see (d) in
figure 3.9). Even though the light production mechanism for a hadronic shower
is different from that for an electromagnetic shower (see section 5.5), due to the
spacing between the ANTARES OMs, a hadronic shower cannot be distinguished
from an electromagnetic shower.
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ν

µ

Figure 3.10: Visualisation of Monte-Carlo hit patterns for a down-going muon track (left)
and an up-going neutrino-induced shower (right) in ANTARES. The hit
OMs are shown as circles with a size proportional to the hit amplitudes.
The colour coding presents the photon arrival time (red to dark blue).

3.6.3 Event Signatures

As discussed in the previous sections, the interactions of neutrinos can cause
different event topologies. A severe background for neutrino-induced showers
is the overwhelming background of down-going atmospheric muon tracks. In
order to reject this background, we classify the ANTARES events into two main
classes, i.e. track-like and shower-like events. Based on this classification, we will
build the tools for reconstruction and selection of neutrino-induced showers in
chapters 5 and 6, respectively.

Figure 3.10 compares typical Monte-Carlo simulations for a down-going muon
track (left) and an up-going neutrino-induced shower (right). Both events have
an energy of about 10 TeV, which are visualised by the SeaTray 3D-event viewer
(GLshovel module) [EK]. The hit OMs are shown as circles with a size propor-
tional to the hit amplitudes. A neutrino-induced shower event resembles a bright
point-like source of Cherenkov light which is fully contained in the detection
volume, whereas a muon emits Cherenkov light along the muon track which is
partially contained in the detector.

3.7 Sparking PMTs

In exceptional case, after long operation times, it may happen that the PMT vac-
uum starts leaking. Such a PMT may suffer from electrostatic discharges between
the dynodes and the anode, causing the PMT to spark. Even though it happens
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of the total deposited charge per event, i.e. the sum of the am-
plitudes of all triggered hits in an event (in photo-electrons), for a known
sparking run (number 33608). The events with an extremely large charge,
marked by the dashed (blue) rectangle, are thought to be sparking events.

rarely in ANTARES, it is known that there are some non-physical events, the
so-called sparking events, which are likely caused by sparking PMTs [cola]. Such
events consist of an anomalous number of hits on specific PMTs, which can be
misinterpreted as high-energy neutrino events (see figure 3.11). Although there
are some methods to identify the sparking events (see [Pre11, Cor]), it is very
important to study the potential of a selection strategy for rejecting such anoma-
lous events. In section 7.1, we will present the rejection potential of our shower-
selection strategy for sparking events.
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Chapter 4
Event Simulation

When I consider what people generally want in
calculating, I found that it always is a number.

Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi

The shower reconstruction and selection strategy, which will be introduced
in the next chapters, has been tuned with Monte-Carlo (MC) simulated events.
This chapter is devoted to describe the tools which are used to simulate neutrino
interactions, atmospheric muons, and the response of the detector to muons and
neutrinos. In addition, the simulated and experimental data, which have been
used in this study for a detailed analysis, will be summarised in this chapter (see
section 4.5).

In order to optimise the computing time of the event generation, a weighting
factor for each event is assigned. The concept of the event weighting, which will
be frequently used in the context of this work, will be described in section 4.1.

Section 4.2 discusses the aspects of the event generation, which concern the
tools generating the neutrino interactions and atmospheric muons as well as sim-
ulating the Cherenkov light emission from charged particles.

The response of the detector will be covered in section 4.3. In order to in-
crease the reliability of comparing MC simulations to a set of experimental data,
the so called Run-by-Run simulation has been developed by the ANTARES collab-
oration (see [G+]). Section 4.4 describes the relevant aspects of the Run-by-Run
simulation.

4.1 Event Weighting

The straightforward simulation of high-energy neutrinos can be very time con-
suming and inefficient considering the steep slope of the involved energy spec-
tra and the large volume of ANTARES. Therefore, one needs to impose a flat
energy spectrum in order to simulate events with sufficient statistics in a wide
energy range covering several decades in intensity. Afterwards, one has to apply
a weighting procedure to scale down the simulated neutrino rate to any other
realistic physics rate, e.g. neutrino-diffuse flux or atmospheric neutrinos. In this
section we explain the event weighting procedure used in ANTARES by calcu-
lating the neutrino event rate for any arbitrary neutrino flux used as input.

The neutrino detection rate R for a differential neutrino flux dΦ(E)
dE [ 1

GeV cm2 s sr ]
in an energy interval (Emin, Emax) in a detector can be given by:
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R =
∫ Emax

Emin

dΦ(E)
dE

Ae f f dE, (4.1)

where the factor Ae f f is the effective area of the detector, i.e. the area in which
the detector can potentially detect the interaction of the neutrino. Therefore, the
effective area can depend on the following parameters:

• n(r), the number density of the target nucleons per unit volume

• σ(E), the total neutrino-nucleon cross section

• P, the total neutrino propagation (through the Earth) and interaction prob-
ability. This value is calculated for each neutrino by means of a simulation.

Ae f f can be written as:

Ae f f =
∫

Pσ(E)n(r)r2drdΩ. (4.2)

Applying equation 4.2, the neutrino detection rate can be rewritten as:

R =
∫∫ Emax

Emin

dΦ(E)
dE

Pσ(E)n(r)r2drdΩdE. (4.3)

As explained above, in order to efficiently simulate high-energy neutrinos,
we impose an arbitrary but fixed neutrino spectrum of the general form:

dN
dE

= βE−γ, (4.4)

where γ is the spectral index which is conveniently chosen to have a value
between 1 to 1.4 [Bai], in order to reduce the computing time. β is a normalisation
factor which can be calculated as:

β =
(1− γ)Nsim

(E1−γ
max − E1−γ

min )
, (4.5)

where Nsim is the number of simulated neutrinos in a neutrino energy interval
(Emin, Emax). Subsequently the neutrino detection rate can be expressed as:

R =
∫∫ Emax

Emin

Pσ(E)n(r)
dE
dN

dΦ(E)
dE

r2drdΩdN. (4.6)

Substituting equation 4.4, the neutrino detection rate for a discrete distribu-
tion of the simulated events can be rewritten as:

R =
1

Nsim

i=Nsim

∑
i=1

wi
dΦ(E)

dE
, (4.7)

where wi is the generation weight. If the energy bin of the simulation is con-
sidered to be as small as it only contains one event per each bin (∆N = 1), wi can
be defined as:

wi =
(E1−γ

max − E1−γ
min )

(1− γ)

∫
Eγ

i Piσ(Ei)n(r)r2drdΩ. (4.8)

Using equation 4.7, one can (re)calculate event-wise the neutrino detection
rate for any given neutrino flux.
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4.2 Event Simulation

This section describes the simulation chain to generate neutrino and atmospheric
muon events, as far as they are used in the context of this study.

4.2.1 Simulation of Neutrino-Induced Showers

The simulation procedure for neutrinos in ANTARES consists of two distinct sim-
ulation steps:

• Simulation of the interactions of neutrinos.

• Propagation of the neutrino-induced secondaries and the production of
Cherenkov light.

The interaction of all (anti-)neutrino flavours (NC and CC interactions) as
well as the propagation of the neutrinos through the Earth are simulated by the
GENHEN package which is described in detail in [Bai]. Neutrinos start to inter-
act when they enter the CAN, a user defined cylindrical object surrounding the
ANTARES detector, which will be addressed in section 4.5. GENHEN uses the
LEPTO package to simulate the Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) events. LEPTO
provides the sampling of the differential CC and NC cross sections for the un-
derlying parton-level scattering process in order to obtain the characteristics of
the out-going leptons and the struck quarks (a detailed description of LEPTO can
be found in [I+86]). The fragmentation of the produced partons into the observ-
able hadrons are modelled by the Lund string model, using the PYTHIA/JETSET
packages (see [Sjo94]).

GENHEN can generate events according to different models of the atmo-
spheric neutrino flux, e.g. the Bartol flux [B+30] and the atmospheric prompt
flux, e.g. the Recombination Quark Parton Model (RQPM) [Cosv3]. The out-
put of GENHEN consists of the kinematic properties of the primary neutrino,
the time and the position of the interaction vertex of the neutrino as well as the
energy, position, and direction of the long-lived neutrino-induced secondaries
(with a lifetime > 10−11s ).

The neutrino-induced secondaries generated by GENHEN are sent to the next
simulation step, i.e. particle propagation and light generation, which is done
by the GEASIM package exploiting the General Event-Analysis Tools GEANT
3.21 [Cos93]. For each particle a Cherenkov cone is produced. If the Cherenkov
cone intersects with ANTARES OMs, hits will be registered by calculating the
amplitude and the arrival time of the Cherenkov light. The characteristics of
the OMs, e.g. angular efficiency, transparency, and the quantum efficiency of
the phototubes, are taken into account. The attenuation of light due to the light
absorption in sea water is considered, however, the attenuation due to the scatter-
ing of photons is neglected. The systematic uncertainty due to the light scattering
will be discussed in section 6.6.

The current version of GEASIM which has been used for the shower simula-
tion, i.e. GEASIM v4r12, generates events in an energy range of 102 − 109 GeV.
Since GEASIM considers all the physics processes which can occur during the
passage of the secondaries through the medium, the computing time increases
with the energy of the particle. The simulation of all the processes can be very
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time consuming, in particular when a high-energy neutrino induces an electron
in a CC νe interaction. The electron is responsible for a large fraction of elec-
tromagnetic cascades which have to be traced down to the Cherenkov level. In
order to minimise the computing time for νe events, the whole shower is approx-
imated by only the neutrino-induced electron. This approximation, the so called
One Particle Approximation (OPA), is considered when the energy of the incident
neutrino is higher than 105 GeV.

The output of GEASIM includes the positions of the hit OMs with the in-
formation of the amplitude and the arrival time of the hit. This information is
added to the information provided by GENHEN. After these two steps, the pro-
cessed events will be fed to the detector simulation tools, in which the response
of the detection units will be simulated (see section 4.3) and the optical noise will
be added.

4.2.2 Simulation of Atmospheric Muons

Downward going atmospheric muons, caused by the interactions of cosmic rays
with the Earth’s atmosphere, can be considered the most serious background for
any physics analysis of data from neutrino telescopes, if the muons are wrongly
reconstructed as upward going events. However, atmospheric muons can be
exploited to calibrate the detector, e.g. by real-time monitoring of the detector
status and the time variation of the efficiencies of the detector, or to study the
pointing accuracy of the detector e.g. by a measurement of the disappearance of
the down-going muons caused by the shadow of the moon [Opp]. All together,
the study and accurate simulation of atmospheric muons is essential in order to
correctly interpret the obtained neutrino data.

The spectrum of atmospheric muons can be accurately reproduced by the full
MC simulation of the air showers, caused by the interaction of cosmic rays with
atmospheric nuclei. However, such a full simulation requires a large amount of
computing time for a detector with cubic-kilometre scale. Therefore, the AN-
TARES collaboration developed the MUPAGE package, a fast MC algorithm, to
generate underwater/ice atmospheric muons up to a depth of 5.0 km (for more
detail see [C+08]). MUPAGE is based on a parametrisation of the flux of atmo-
spheric muons, derived from full simulations of the air showers caused by the
interaction of cosmic rays with the Earth’s atmosphere. Like GENHEN, MUPAGE
defines an imaginary CAN around the active detector volume and reports only
those events which develop inside the CAN. The output of the code includes the
kinematic information about muons as well as the energy, direction and the mul-
tiplicity of muons. The livetime of the corresponding ANTARES data taking is
calculated from the number of muons simulated by MUPAGE, thus in order to
obtain a more realistic simulation, MUPAGE is parametrised according to the run
livetime, which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.4.

4.3 Detector Simulation

The response of the OM to Cherenkov photons can be precisely simulated by tak-
ing into account the detailed information on the quantum efficiency, the (relative)
gain, angular acceptance, effective area and after-pulse rates of the ANTARES
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PMTs. All these effects are dependent on the wavelength and can also be func-
tions of the measurement time.

The events simulated by the previously mentioned methods, i.e. MUPAGE
and GEASIM, are sent to the last step of the ANTARES simulation chain, where
the response of the detector to neutrino-induced signals and the optical back-
ground are simulated. This last step of the ANTARES simulation chain is called
TriggerEfficiency [dJ]. The TriggerEfficiency module reads the status of the detec-
tor from the data-taking summary which is automatically stored during the ex-
perimental data taking. Previously mentioned parameters of PMTs such as the
quantum efficiencies, the probability of the after-pulses, and angular acceptance,
are applied in the simulation. The charge and time calibration parameters, i.e.
TVC and AVC, are taken from the calibration runs, in order to compute the time
interpolation and the timestamping. The TriggerEfficiency can also add trigger se-
lections to the simulated data in order to have the simulated results resemble the
experimental data as close as possible.

4.4 Run-by-Run Event Simulation

The conditions of the underwater environmental activities and the status of the
detector can vary on a moderate time scale during experimental data-taking pe-
riods. The typical entity, for which the condition can be specified consistently, is
a data-taking run covering about 2-3 hours depending on the background rates
and selected trigger conditions. The Run-by-Run variations can have some sig-
nificant consequences for the quality of the data. In order to simulate the events
in a more realistic way, one has to include the status of the detector as well as
the realistic condition of the optical background in every run. Figure 4.1 shows
examples of typical ANTARES run-evaluation spectra for a data-taking duration
of about one week. The ANTARES collaboration has introduced the Run-by-Run
simulation project in order to impose the realistic conditions of data taking onto
the event simulation [G+]. The parameters included in the Run-by-Run simula-
tion are: Displacement of the detector units due to Sea current, number of active
OMs, mean rate of the active OMs, and run duration.

The Run-by-Run simulation exploits the previously mentioned simulation tools
GENHEN, GEASIM and MUPAGE, to simulate physics events and then it applies
TriggerEfficiency, including the above discussed data-taking parameters, to simu-
late the detector response as close as possible to reality.

4.5 Data Samples

We have prepared a number of data samples in order to test the performance of
the reconstruction and classification algorithms. The data samples are described
as follows.

4.5.1 Sample 1

This sample has been generated to test the performance of the shower reconstruc-
tion strategy. The sample contains NC interactions of muon neutrinos. In order to
obtain reproducible performance plots of the shower reconstruction algorithms,
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Figure 4.1: Typical ANTARES run statistics in a period of approximately one week in
August-September 2012. Shown are the number of active OMs (top left), frac-
tion of inactive OMs (top right), under-water sea current and direction (bot-
tom left) and mean rates (bottom right).

no dynamic variations in the detector status have been added to this simulation
sample yet. A random white noise of 60 kHz per OM has been added in order
to reproduce the ANTARES typical mean rate. The simulation CAN is about the
size of the instrumented volume of the ANTARES detector plus a shell with ra-
dius of the light attenuation length in sea water (55 m). The sample 1 is specified
in table 4.1.

4.5.2 Sample 2

This sample contains the CC interactions of electron neutrinos. Since the dynamic
variations of the detector, e.g. quantum efficiency of the OMs or number of in-
active OMs, can have a significant influence on the total charge registered by the
detector and, consequently, on the parametrisation applied in the shower energy-
reconstruction algorithm (see section 5.5), the TriggerEfficiency module was ap-
plied in this simulated data sample. Compared to NC showers, a larger CAN
was applied in this simulation, i.e. the size of the instrumented volume of the
ANTARES detector plus a shell with a radius 3 times the light-attenuation length
in sea water. More details about the simulation procedure are provided in [Bon].
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Neutrino interaction NC νµ

Spectral index E−2

Neutrino energy range 102 − 107 GeV

Direction of incidence 4π isotropically

CAN size ANTARES detector + shell of radius 55 m

Optical background 60 kHz white noise

Number of generated events 67783

Table 4.1: Characteristic of simulated data sample 1. This sample has been mainly used to
test the performance of the shower-reconstruction algorithms (see chapter 5).

The reason for the larger CAN is that the leptonic contribution of the neutrino-
induced showers can elongate the showers. In order to minimise the computation
time, the one-particle approximation was applied for neutrinos with an energy
higher than 105 GeV (see section 4.2.1). Table 4.2 summarises the specifications
of the sample 2.

Neutrino interaction CC νe

Spectral index E−1.1

Neutrino energy range 102 − 107 GeV

Direction of incidence 4π isotropically

CAN size ANTARES detector + a shell of radius 165 m

Optical background TriggerEfficiency simulation

Number of generated events 104 per each energy decade

One-particle approximation activated for neutrinos with energy > 105 GeV

Table 4.2: Characteristic of simulated data sample 2. This sample has been used to
test the performance of the shower energy-reconstruction algorithm (see sec-
tion 5.5).
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4.5.3 Sample 3

In order to train and test our classifier algorithms (see sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2),
we have used Run-by-Run simulations generated corresponding to experimen-
tal data taken in the period of 2008-2010, with a total livetime of about 52 days
(see section 6.3). For each experimental run, there are the corresponding Run-by-
Run simulated atmospheric muon background available as well as the simulated
neutrino events. Half of the data has been used for training and the other half
for testing the algorithms. The specifications of the data sample can be found in
table 4.3.

Simulation of simulation of

Type of events CC νe(ν̄e) + NC νe(ν̄e) Atmospheric muons

+ NC νµ + CC νµ

Simulation tools GENHEN + GEASIM MUPAGE

+ Run-by-Run + Run-by-Run

Run numbers ending with 0 31070-49000 31070-49000

Energy range 102 − 108 GeV 102 − 108 GeV

# reconstructed events 68884 3443508

One-particle approximation energy > 5× 104 GeV -

Livetime - 52 days

Table 4.3: Characteristic of data sample 3. This sample has been used to train and test the
multivariate classifiers introduced in section 6.3.

4.5.4 Sample 4

This sample consists of the whole Run-by-Run MC samples of the atmospheric
muons simulated for the data taken in 2008-2010 corresponding to a livetime
of 656 days 1. The sample is exploited to determine the values of the signal-
background discriminating cuts. In order to perform data-MC comparisons, 5%
of experimental data has been selected. In order to reduce the statistical bias in
choosing the runs, the experimental data with the run numbers ending with 0
(approximately one run per day) have been used 2. Table 4.4 summarises the

1Actually, the full set of runs was simulated by three times less statistics. Therefore, we scaled
up each MC atmospheric muon event by a factor of three.

2We only chose the experimental runs for which the corresponding Run-by-Run simulations
were available.
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sample 4.

simulation of Experimental data

Type of events Atmospheric muons

Simulation tools MUPAGE -

+ Run-by-Run

Run numbers 31070-54250 34050-49000

(ending with 0)

Energy range 102 − 108 GeV -

# reconstructed events 87239387 4394535

Livetime 656 days 26 days

Table 4.4: Characteristic of data sample 4. This sample has been used for optimisation of
shower selection criteria as well as to perform the data-MC comparison.
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Chapter 5
Reconstruction

If everyone would be able to correctly benefit in the use of
their own talents, the world would become the promised
paradise that everyone dreamed of.

Zakariya Razi

This chapter introduces the reconstruction chain that we have developed to
estimate the individual parameters of neutrino-induced showers, such as the in-
teraction time and vertex, direction, and energy. The reconstruction chain ex-
ploits the causality relation between the Cherenkov light emitted from the shower
particles and the arrival times and amplitudes of the hits. In order to maximise
the accuracy of a reconstruction algorithm, one needs to reduce the contribution
of the optical background in the hit maps to the highest extent. For that purpose,
we have constructed a reconstruction chain based on a sequence of fitting and
selecting algorithms.

Section 5.1 presents an algorithm for the reconstruction of the shower ver-
tex. The algorithm consists of two consecutive procedures. First, it estimates the
mean space-time position of the showers, which provides the starting points for
the next fitting procedure, the M-Estimator method.

In section 5.2 the shower vertex parameters which are estimated in the previ-
ous stage, are exploited to select the shower hits and discriminate them from the
optical background hits.

Section 5.4 addresses the Light Direction method that we have developed to
reconstruct the direction of events. Primarily, the method is meant to discrimi-
nate up-going showers from down-going atmospheric muon background. This
aim requires that the method is efficient for the direction reconstruction of both
showers and muons.

In section 5.5 an algorithm to reconstruct the shower energy will be intro-
duced. The algorithm requires the shower vertex parameters which are achieved
at the vertex reconstruction level.

5.1 Shower Vertex Reconstruction

When a neutrino induces hadronic or leptonic cascades of charged particles, those
particles with the velocities exceeding the phase velocity of light, Vp, can emit
Cherenkov light as they pass through the water. The phase velocity of light at the
ANTARES site [A+11a] is given by:
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of the length of shower-particle trajectories with a neutrino flux
spectrum proportional to E−2.

Vp =
c
n
= 0.74c, (5.1)

where c is the speed of light and n is the index of refraction in sea water. The
process of the shower light production can effectively be interpreted as the sum
of the contributions of the Cherenkov light continuously radiated from many
short trajectories of charged particles. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of the
length of the NC shower trajectories, simulated in the energy range of 100 GeV –
10 PeV. The distribution has a mean of about 2.5 m, which indicates that showers
can typically have an average length of a few meters in the ANTARES detector
volume. Therefore, in order to simplify the shower vertex reconstruction, one can
approximate a shower as a point-like object as compared to the granularity of the
detector. In the context of this analysis, we approximated showers as point-like
objects. Later, in section 5.1.2, we will discuss the effect of such an approximation
on the accuracy of the shower vertex reconstruction.

The shower vertex reconstruction algorithm consists of two steps:
The mean space-time estimation: This part of the algorithm estimates the mean
space-time position of the shower vertex by analytically solving an over-constrained
set of equations describing the shower structure (see section 5.1.1).
The M-Estimator: Given the starting points from the previous step, the M-Estimator
minimizes the distance between the measured hit times and the expected arrival
time of photons from a point-like source of light (see section 5.1.2).

5.1.1 Shower Mean Space-Time Estimation

If one adopts the hypothesis that a shower is a perfect point source of light and
also PMTs measure the light arrival time perfectly, the measured hit time must
be equal to the photon travel time from the shower vertex. Figure 5.2 illustrates
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of a hypothetical point-like shower, interacting at a space-time posi-
tion Xs. The light emitted from the shower is hitting 5 PMTs (filled circles)
located at space-time coordinates Xi (1 6 i 6 5).

the detection of a hypothetical point-like shower which interacts at a space-time
position Xs =

[
~rs (ic/n)ts

]
. The shower light is detected by N = 5 PMTs (filled

circles) with the known space-time coordinates Xi =

[
~ri

(ic/n)ti

]
(i = 1, ..., N) .

∆T, the time difference between ti and the expected travel time ( n
c |~rs −~ri|+

ts) of light from the shower vertex, is equal to zero for a perfectly point-like
shower.

∆T =
n
c
|~rs −~ri|+ (ts − ti) = 0, 1 6 i 6 N (5.2)

where ts is the interaction time. Equation 5.2 is a set of N equations. Pairwise
subtraction of the set of equations cancels out the quadratic components of Xs,
and (N − 1) linear equations of the following form remain [Har06]:

2Xs · (Xi+1 − Xi) = r2
i+1 − r2

i . (5.3)

Therefore, the shower space-time position, |Xs|, can be given by:

|Xs| = b · 1
2

[
~ri+1 −~ri

ic
n (ti+1 − ti)

]−1

= b · A−1, (5.4)

where A is a (N − 1)× 2 matrix and b is a vector with the components:

bi = r2
i+1 − r2

i −
c2

n2 (t
2
i+1 − t2

i ), 1 6 i 6 (N − 1) (5.5)
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Equation 5.4 is a set of (N − 1) equations with four unknown shower param-
eters: (xs, ys, zs, ts). Therefore, in order to solve the equations unambiguously
and, in addition, to constrain the shower parameters in 3 dimensions, at least
N = 5 hits distributed in two detection strings are required. We can define R, the
residual parameter, to judge how well an event looks like a point-like object:

R =
√
(Xs − b · A−1) · (Xs − b · A−1)T (5.6)

Later, in chapter 6, we will use R as one of the discriminating variables to
classify shower and muon-track events.

Figure 5.3 demonstrates the performance of the shower mean space-time es-
timator (SMST-Estimator). Shown are the differences between the thrown MC
space-time positions of the shower and the reconstructed space-time position.
The MC sample 1 (see section 4.5) was used to generate the performance plots.
The method can reasonably reconstruct the shower vertex, since the distribu-
tions are peaking around zero. The reason why the shower vertex is better re-
constructed in the Z-axis compared with the other two axes is that the density
of the detector units is larger in the Z-axis (see section 3.2). The long tails in
the distributions, which continue up to several hundred meters, deteriorate the
resolution of the vertex reconstruction. One of the main reasons for such long
tails in the distributions is the contributions of outliers, caused by the deviation
from assumptions, e.g. late hits from the shower development or uncertainties in
the measurements of the space-time positions of the hit. Moreover, the offset in
the interaction-time reconstruction can be due to the statistical effects of shower-
development. This effect will be investigated and discussed in section 5.3. In the
next section, we will exploit a robust algorithm, insensitive to outliers, to improve
the resolution of the shower vertex reconstruction.

5.1.2 M-Estimator

In this section we apply a robust estimator, the so called M-Estimator (see sec-
tion 15.7 of [P+07]), for the shower vertex reconstruction. M-Estimators do not
necessarily relate to a probability density function. Therefore, they are not fully
parametric as likelihood or Bayesian approaches. A robust M-Estimator reduces
the effect of outliers by selecting a proper minimizing function, ρ(xi). xi is the
distance between the ith observed and the expected value which, in the context
of this analysis, can be ∆T, introduced in equation 5.2. When the assumptions are
met approximately, a robust M-Estimator has a reasonable efficiency in finding
the global minimum. Practically, a robust M-Estimator should satisfy the follow-
ing requirements:

• The influence of large errors should be bounded. This property cuts off the
effect of large fluctuations.

• The minimizing function ρ is convex in the estimating parameters. This
property, of course, is necessary to ensure a unique minimum for the M-
Estimator.

In this analysis, we chose a so called L1 − L2 M-estimator of the following
form [Zha97]:
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Figure 5.3: Performance of the SMST-Estimator for a MC sample of NC muon-neutrino-
induced showers. Shown are the differences of reconstructed and MC-thrown
space and time coordinates.

M = 2×
√

1 +
∆T2

2σ2 − 2, (5.7)

where σ is the ANTARES error of time measurements which is 1 ns [A+11a]
(see section 3.4). The applied M-Estimator behaves linearly in ∆T (see equa-
tion 5.2) for large values of ∆T, such that it cuts off the influences of large fluctua-
tions, and quadratic for small values of ∆T, i.e. it is a convex function. Figure 5.4
shows the distribution of the space-time reconstruction residuals of the applied
M-Estimator. If one compares the spread of the distributions of the shower pa-
rameters reconstructed by the M-Estimator and by the SMST-Estimator, one can
notice that the resolution is improved by a factor of about 1.5. However, there
is another major source of statistical inaccuracy, i.e. the contamination of hits
caused by the activities of the bioluminescence of living creatures and by the de-
cay of 40K, which has not been suppressed yet. In the next section, the shower
vertex reconstructed by the M-Estimator will be used to look back into the hit
maps of the events in order to only select the hits which are causality related to
the vertex.

5.2 Shower Hit Selection

ANTARES exploits a number of different trigger conditions in order to reduce
the contamination of the optical-noise hits as well as to enhance the efficiency of
the signal-hit selection. In the previous section, we fed the shower vertex recon-
struction algorithms (SMST-Estimator and the M-Estimator) with the 3N trigger
hits. The ANTARES triggers are mainly optimised for the selection of hits caused
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Figure 5.4: Performance of the M-Estimator on a MC sample of NC muon-neutrino-
induced showers.

by muon tracks. In order to increase the quality of the shower reconstruction
as well as to reduce the contamination of the optical noise in the hit maps, in
this section we abandon the ANTARES trigger hit selection and apply a new
method, shower-hit selector, to select the hits which are connected by causality to
the shower interaction space-time position.

Figure 5.5 presents, as an example, the distribution of ∆t, the time residual,
i. e. the mean difference (per event) between the measured hit time and the ex-
pected photon arrival time from the reconstructed shower vertex, estimated by
the M-Estimator (see section 5.1.2), for CC electron-neutrino-induced showers in
the neutrino energy range of 103− 104 GeV. The contributions from the noise-less
showers (dashed (red) line), from optical noise (filled (blue) region), and from all
hits, i.e. the sum of shower hits and optical-noise hits (solid (black) line) are
shown separately. As expected, the time-residual distribution of shower hits is
peaking at about zero. However, the distribution is smeared and slightly shifted
because of different physical and instrumental processes such as shower devel-
opment, light scattering, or dispersion of TTS of the PMTs. We observe that the
contamination by the optical noise adds a long tail in the large time residuals.
To reduce the noise contamination to an acceptable level, we set a time gate ∆t
in order to achieve a Figure Of Merit (FOM), i.e. purity× e f f iciency, better than
0.55 in the overall sensitive energy range. This results in an optimal time gate of
−10 < ∆t < 14 ns for the shower hit selection.

Figure 5.6 shows efficiency and purity of the hit selection (filled (black) circles)
and 3N trigger (filled (red) stars) as function of the neutrino energy in the energy
range of 102 − 108 GeV. The terms efficiency and purity are defined as the ratio
of the selected shower hits over all shower hits and selected shower hits over all
selected hits, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of ∆t, the difference between the measured and expected photon
arrival time from the reconstructed shower vertex. Contributions of photons
from noise-less showers (dashed (red) line) and from the optical noise (filled
(blue) area) are shown separately. The vertical (green) lines indicate the im-
posed time window for the shower hit selection.
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Figure 5.6: Efficiency (left) and purity (right) of the shower hit selection (filled (black)
circles) and 3N trigger (filled (red) stars) as function of neutrino energy.

The shower-hit selector increases the hit-selection efficiency by a factor of about
1.8 compared to that obtained with the 3N trigger, which was applied for the pre-
shower vertex reconstruction, introduced in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.

5.3 Final Shower-Vertex Reconstruction

In order to improve the quality of the shower vertex reconstruction, we combine
the hit selection and the vertex reconstruction as follows:

1. Pre-hit selection: The first hit selection is obtained by the ANTARES 3N
trigger, which accepts events with a minimum of 5 L1 hits appearing in a
time window of 2.2 µs.
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Figure 5.7: Performance of the full shower vertex reconstruction on the MC sample of
NC muon-neutrino-induced showers.

2. Pre-shower vertex reconstruction: The SMST-Estimator, described in sec-
tion 5.1.1, uses the 3N-triggered hits to provide starting points for the M-
Estimator (see section 5.1.2).

3. Post-hit selection: The pre-reconstructed space-time positions of showers,
estimated by the M-Estimator in the previous step, are exploited to run the
shower-hit selector algorithm, introduced in section 5.2. The Shower-hit selec-
tor accepts all L0 hits, i.e. the number of photo-electrons (p.e.) measured by
the PMT has to be larger than 1, and selects hits which appear in the time
window of −10 < ∆t < 14 ns. The hits with amplitudes corresponding to
a charge larger than 2.5 p.e. are always kept.

4. Post-shower vertex reconstruction: The hits selected in the previous step
are fed to the SMST-Estimator. The final shower-interaction vertex fit is
provided by the M-Estimator, using the selected hits and the starting points
provided by the previous SMST-Estimator.

The performance of the full shower-vertex reconstruction algorithm is pre-
sented in figure 5.7, resulting from the previously described stepwise combina-
tion of the shower-vertex reconstruction and the hit selection. Applying the full
shower-vertex reconstruction yields 33% improvement in the resolution of the
interaction vertex reconstruction, and a 20% gain in the number of reconstructed
showers within ±5 m from the true shower vertex.

The positive offset seen in the interaction-time reconstruction is likely caused
by the fact that the shower light is continuously emitted in the shower depth
and not exactly at the shower vertex. The finite travel time of shower particles
with velocity above the phase velocity of light in water, equation 5.1, always
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Figure 5.8: The absolute distance between the true MC vertex position of showers and
the reconstructed vertex position. The distribution shows a shift of 3.1 m in
the shower vertex reconstruction.

causes a positive time shift. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the distribution of the abso-
lute distance between the reconstructed and MC position of the shower vertex.
The distribution resembles the distribution of the intrinsic mean depth of show-
ers (see figure 5.1). The shift in the absolute distance between the reconstructed
and MC position of the shower vertex is consistent with the positive shift in the
interaction-time reconstruction.

5.4 Direction Reconstruction

Light Direction

Besides the main objective to derive information on the direction of possible neu-
trino sources, a valuable advantage of reconstructing the direction of neutrinos is
to separate them from the overwhelming down-going atmospheric muon back-
ground. In case of neutrino-induced showers only the cascades of hadronic par-
ticles (from NC interactions) or hadronic and leptonic particles (from CC interac-
tions) carry the information of the direction of the incoming neutrinos. Figure 5.9
shows that the mean direction of the cascade particles is correlated with the di-
rection of the incoming neutrinos. Therefore, the direction of showers can be ap-
proximated as the direction of the incoming neutrinos. However, since the typical
length of showers is at least by 2 orders of magnitude shorter than the length of
the muon tracks, the angular resolution of the showers is inherently poorer than
that of the muon tracks. This requires a direction reconstruction method which
is efficient for both showers and muon tracks. In the following, we introduce a
method, called Light Direction, which provides a rough estimation of the direction
of the events by calculating the direction of the light emission vector ~D.
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Figure 5.9: Left: Distribution of the zenith angle θν of simulated neutrinos versus that of
the mean shower. Right: Distribution of the azimuth angle Φν of neutrinos
versus that of the mean shower.

Figure 5.10: The principle of the Light Direction method. The passage of a down-going
muon (dashed arrow), the light vectors ~Di (solid arrows) and the hit PMTs
(filled circles) are shown schematically.

Figure 5.10 shows schematically the passage of a down-going muon (dashed
arrow) through the ANTARES detector. The Cherenkov light emitted from the
muon track hits a certain number of PMTs (filled circles). The light direction ~D
is defined as the mean of the light vectors ~Di (solid arrows), which connect the
earliest hits to all other N − 1 hits.
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Figure 5.11: The performance of the Light Direction method on MC samples of atmo-
spheric muon tracks. Shown are the differences between the true MC zenith
angles θ (left) and azimuth angles φ (right) for the MC thrown events and
the reconstructed ones.
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Figure 5.12: The performance of the Light Direction method on MC samples of neutrino-
induced showers. Shown are the differences between the true MC zenith
angles θ (left) and azimuth angles φ (right) for the MC thrown events and
the reconstructed ones.

~D =
1

N − 1

N−1

∑
i=1

~Di. (5.8)

The performance of the Light Direction method on the MC samples of atmo-
spheric muon tracks and showers is shown in figure 5.11 and figure 5.12, respec-
tively. The spread of the distribution of the θ angle is about 22◦ for atmospheric
muon tracks and 35◦ for showers, and the spread of the φ angle is 41◦ and 65◦ for
atmospheric muon tracks and showers, respectively. The negative offset in the θ
angle distribution in figure 5.12, which indicates the preference of the algorithm
to reconstruct an up-going event, is partially caused by the downward orienta-
tion of the ANTARES PMTs. Therefore, any up-going selection (θ < 90◦) mostly
preserves all up-going showers. Even though the Light Direction method does
not precisely reconstruct the direction of events, it can be exploited to efficiently
discriminate the down-going atmospheric muons from up-going showers. In or-
der to keep the efficiency and purity of the discrimination high, we combined
the Light Direction method with BBFit, an algorithm for muon track reconstruc-
tion [A+11b]. The combination of both methods will be introduced in chapter 6.
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5.5 Shower Energy Reconstruction

As discussed in the previous section, the inherent characteristic of showers, i.e.
short-length trajectories of cascade particles, deteriorates the directionality of
showers compared to that of muons. However, this characteristic can be ex-
ploited to advance the energy determination of neutrino-induced showers com-
pared to that of neutrino-induced muons. The information on the energy of in-
cident neutrinos can be retrieved from the light produced by the secondary cas-
cade particles. In case of electromagnetic cascades, the light production can be
easily explained: The electron produces bremsstrahlung photons and photons
contribute to electron-positron pair productions. The secondary electrons and
positrons can emit bremsstrahlung photons and the process can continue until
the energy of cascade particles drops below the critical energy, i. e. the energy at
which the rates of the losses by bremsstrahlung and ionization [Eid04] are equal.

The light-production process in hadronic showers is more complex than that
in electromagnetic showers, since many different hadronic particles contribute to
the light production and their contributions can fluctuate from event to event.
Neutral and charged pions are the most dominant particles in a NC-induced
shower and the remaining particles can be protons, neutrons and kaons, depend-
ing on the shower energy. Neutral pions have a very short lifetime and decay into
photons which can produce electron-positron pairs, and then induce electromag-
netic showers. The contribution of the electromagnetic shower can exceed 90%
for showers with an energy of 1 TeV (see [Bru]). Figure 5.13 shows the typical
composition of hadronic particles in a simulated NC shower. In the simulation
only the primary hadronic particles are tagged, and the Cherenkov light and the
electron-positron pair production, caused by the energy loss of the primary par-
ticles, are not included. The particles with a lifetime shorter than 10−10s are not
tagged in the simulation: this is the reason that the highest contribution in fig-
ure 5.13 stems from γ which are photons caused by the decay of π0.

To estimate the neutrino energy, we use the hypothesis that the total hit am-
plitude Atot, which is the sum of amplitudes of all hits in an event, is correlated
to the energy of the incoming neutrino. Since the light acceptance αi of any
ANTARES PMT i is a function of the angle of incidence of the incoming light,
the hit amplitudes must be weighted accordingly. In addition, we take into ac-
count the light intensity loss according to the light attenuation τ and the distance
of the hit PMTs from the source of shower light, which is assumed to be at the
shower vertex. Considering all the corrections described above, we formulate the
shower energy estimator ρ as follows:

ρ[a.u.] =
Atot

1
N ∑N

i=1
αi

|~ri−~rs| e
−|~ri−~rs|/τ

(5.9)

where rs is the position of the shower vertex, which is provided by the previ-
ously described shower reconstruction algorithm, and ri is the position of the hit
PMT i (see figure 5.14). The summation applied in the equation smoothes out the
effect of outliers, i.e. distant hits caused by optical noise, in the determination of
the ρ parameter. The shower energy reconstruction method looks very similar to
the ANTARES muon energy estimators described in [RBZ03].

To improve the quality of the energy reconstruction, a cut on a defined con-
tainment volume is introduced, such that only events whose reconstructed ver-
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Figure 5.14: Schematic view of the energy reconstruction algorithm. The cylinder shows
the containment volume. The centre of the cylinder lies at the centre of the
detector.

tices fall into the cut region are considered for the energy reconstruction. The
containment volume is a cylinder with a radius of 160 m and a height of 360 m,
centred at the detector centre (see figure 5.14).

Figure 5.15 (left) shows the energy estimator ρ as a function of the simulated
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Figure 5.15: Left: Distribution of the true (MC) neutrino energy as a function of the en-
ergy estimator ρ. The polynomial function which has been applied to con-
vert ρ to the neutrino energy is shown as the solid curve. Right: Distribution
of the true (MC) neutrino energy as a function of the reconstructed neutrino
energy.

neutrino energy. Data sample 2, described in section 4.5, has been used for the
parametrisation of the neutrino energy. The estimator and the neutrino energy
are highly correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.86. One has to keep in
mind that the profile distribution can be very dependent on the input neutrino
energy flux. In order to be independent of the neutrino energy, the number of
entries in every energy bin has been equalized 1. To retrieve the shower energy,
a 3rd order polynomial function has been fitted to the profile distribution. Then
the relation between the shower energy and ρ is given by:

log10(Eν[GeV]) = −0.06× log3
10ρ[a.u.] + 0.9× log2

10ρ[a.u.]
−3.5× log10ρ[a.u.] + 6.5 (5.10)

Figure 5.15 (right) shows the reconstructed neutrino energy as a function
of the true neutrino energy, applying the parametrisation introduced in equa-
tion 5.10. The performance of the method in the neutrino energy range of 100 GeV
– 10 PeV is shown by the distribution of the reconstructed energy in figure 5.16.
The neutrinos are weighted according to a test flux of cosmic neutrinos [Fer49] 2

of the following form:

Φν ∝ E−2[GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1]. (5.11)

The method results in an energy resolution of a factor of 100.403 = 2.5 on the
neutrino energy. Despite some necessary simplifications in the shower-recon-
struction method, the obtained energy resolution of neutrinos performs better
than other methods used to reconstruct the neutrino energy from induced muon
tracks. Previous methods in ANTARES [RBZ03] achieved a maximum resolution
of a factor of 3 on the neutrino energy.

In order to reduce the effect of systematic uncertainties in the parametrisation
of neutrino energy, we will abandon the parametrisation of ρ and we will directly

1In order to minimize the statistical bias, we randomly pick the entries from the whole statistics
and put them equally in each energy bin.

2In section 6.4, we use this flux to search for high-energy neutrinos.
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Figure 5.16: Performance of the energy reconstruction algorithm in the neutrino energy
range of 100 GeV – 10 PeV. Each entry in the histogram is weighted according
to a cosmic neutrino flux of Φ ∝ E−2.

exploit ρ as a discriminating parameter in order to suppress the background of
atmospheric neutrino events (see section 6.4.2).
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Chapter 6
Event Selection

When the theoretical sciences are isolated and their
possessors do not have the faculty for exploiting them for
the benefit of others, they are defective philosophy.

Abu (Al-)Nasr (Al-)Farabi

Atmospheric muons constitute one of the most serious backgrounds for any
search of high-energy neutrinos. ANTARES is primarily designed to reject this
background by selecting upward-going muons, using the Earth as a filter against
all particles except neutrinos. Such a rejection strategy relies on a very efficient di-
rection reconstruction method. As previously presented in section 5.4, neutrino-
induced showers have an inherently poor angular resolution. This means that
any effort to reject the overwhelming amount of down-going muons from shower
events would face an unacceptably low efficiency, if the analysis method only
exploits the conventional event-selection strategy based on the direction recon-
struction. In this chapter we introduce a new selection strategy that serves to
reject the background of atmospheric muons to an acceptable level. The selection
strategy is based on selection criteria which exploit several cuts on direction and
topology of neutrino-induced showers. The strategy has been optimised for the
observation of showers induced by a diffuse flux of high-energy cosmic neutri-
nos. To avoid a possible bias in the selection strategy, a blind analysis has been
applied. We have tuned the selection strategy by analysing a Run-by-Run MC
sample corresponding to ANTARES data taken during 2008-2010.

Section 6.1 describes a method to suppress the down-going atmospheric muon
background by exploiting the reconstructed direction of the events. In order
to achieve a high muon background-rejection factor, we have combined the re-
sults of the Light Direction algorithm (see section 5.4) with BBFit, an algorithm for
muon track reconstruction (see [A+11b]).

We take advantage of the shower topology which resembles a compact object,
differentiating showers from muon tracks (see section 6.2). The fit-quality param-
eters obtained from the shower vetrex reconstruction algorithms (see section 5.1)
will be exploited to select shower-like events.

Section 6.3 presents a multivariate analysis (MVA) of neutrino-induced show-
ers, which consists of two levels: Pre-filtering of muons (see section 6.1 and sec-
tion 6.2) and post-event classification. To provide a benchmark test, we have
applied two independent classification methods for the post-event classification
(see section 6.3.1 and section 6.3.2). The final event selection will be furnished by
a cut on the total deposited charge serving as energy estimator.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the zenith angle θLD for simulated atmospheric muons (filled
(blue) area) and neutrino-induced showers (dashed (red) line) reconstructed
by the Light Direction method. The vertical line indicates the position of a cut
at θLD = 90◦. The contents of the two distributions are separately normalised
to 1.

Section 6.4 describes a method to optimise the shower selection strategy by
exploiting a stepwise optimisation procedure. First, we largely suppress the
background of atmospheric muons by applying an optimal cut-doublet on to-
tal deposited charge per event and a MVA score. The optimal cut-doublet is
achieved by maximizing the significance of shower selection (see equation 6.3).
Finally we select cosmic neutrino-induced shower candidates by imposing an
additional cut on the energy estimator ρ (see section 5.5). The final optimisation
step relies on the maximization of the sensitivity for the observation of showers
induced by a diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos.

6.1 Up-Going Selection

As the first-level filter, we cut on the direction of the events and select the up-
going events, exploiting the Earth as a natural filter against atmospheric muons.
This requires a direction reconstruction algorithm which efficiently reconstructs
the muon directions and at the same time preserves the up-going showers. As
shown in section 5.4, the Light Direction method can be a good option for this
algorithm. Figure 6.1 shows the distribution of the reconstructed zenith angle
θLD for atmospheric muons (filled (blue) area) and neutrino-induced showers
(dashed (red) line). By imposing a cut at θLD = 90◦ the Light Direction method
selects showers with an efficiency of about 74% and rejects atmospheric muons
by a factor of about 17.

To suppress the remaining contamination by mis-reconstructed atmospheric
muons appearing as up-going tracks, we have exploited BBFit [A+11b], an inde-
pendent muon-track reconstruction algorithm. BBFit is a robust algorithm which
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of the zenith angle θBBFit, reconstructed by BBFit, as a function
of the zenith angle θLD, reconstructed by the Light Direction method, for sim-
ulated atmospheric muons. The region of the up-going directions is marked
by a rectangle. The colour code represents the intensity from high to low by
red to white.

has been optimised to reconstruct up-going muon tracks. BBFit consists of a hit-
selection procedure which allows to select hits caused by muon tracks with high
purity, while keeping the efficiency high. The algorithm selects direct Cherenkov
photons emitted from the point of closest approach of muons to the ANTARES
detection lines. Subsequently the selected hits are exploited to fit the events based
on either the muon-track hypothesis or the hypothesis of a point-like light source.
A χ2 function is defined to judge the goodness of the fit for track events, χ2

Track,
and point-like light sources, χ2

Bright. At this step, we did not apply any cut on
the fit-quality parameters of BBFit, but we include the χ2

Track parameter in the
multivariate analysis in section 6.3.

Figure 6.2 presents the distribution of zenith angles of atmospheric muons
reconstructed by BBFit as a function of zenith angles reconstructed by the Light
Direction method. In order to suppress the atmospheric muon background most
efficiently, we have combined the two direction reconstruction algorithms, such
that we have applied a rectangular cut requiring θLD < 70◦ and θBBFit < 80◦.
This selection accepts only events which are reconstructed as up-going by both
algorithms. The combination of Light Direction method and BBFit results in a
muon rejection factor of about 250 with a shower selection efficiency of 40%.

6.2 Cut on Shower-Fit Quality Parameters

The hypothesis under which shower vertices have been fitted in section 5.1 fol-
lows the idea that all shower light is produced by a point-like source. The esti-
mated values of the fit-quality parameters R (see equation 5.6) and M (see equa-
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Figure 6.3: The distribution of the residual R as a function of the M-Estimator for up-
going showers. The rectangle marks the shower region (R < 100 and M <
18). The colour code represents the intensity from high to low by red to white.

tion 5.7) can judge how well an event indeed looks like a point-like object. In this
section, we apply cuts on R and M in order to suppress the mis-reconstructed
atmospheric muons remaining after the up-going selection, by selecting shower-
like events.

Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of the residual R as a function of the M-
Estimator for up-going shower events. Since most of the showers are concen-
trated in the region R < 100 and M < 18, we call it the shower region. Selecting
events in the shower region rejects the mis-reconstructed up-going atmospheric
muons by a factor of about 2000 with a cumulative shower selection efficiency
(i.e. including the up-going rejection) of 14%.

The criteria introduced in sections 6.1 and 6.2 perform the pre-filtering of
events. Events passing these criteria are fed to the next step of post-event clas-
sification which applies a multivariate method, introduced in the next section.

Table 6.1 summarises the shower selection efficiency and muon rejection fac-
tor after each pre-selective cut.

6.3 Multivariate Classification of Events

The main objective to apply a multivariate classifier is to reduce a multi-dimensional
set of discriminating parameters to a single discriminating parameter. This ap-
proach will simplify the complexity in optimising the search for neutrino-induced
showers. In addition, despite of the selective cuts applied in the previous stages,
the signal-to-noise ratio is still low, i.e. about 1:2400. Therefore, a multi-dimensional
optimisation of the selective cuts can significantly improve the signal-to-noise ra-
tio. In this analysis we have used two independent event classifiers: K-Nearest
Neighbour (KNN) and Boosted Decision Tree (BDT). We exploit the Toolkit for Mul-
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cut shower selection muon rejection

efficiency factor

up-going 40% 250

θLD < 70◦ and θBBFit < 80◦

M < 18 and R < 100 14% 2000

Table 6.1: Cumulative shower selection efficiency and muon rejection factor after the pre-
selection level. The shower selection efficiency and muon rejection factor are
defined for reconstructed events, i.e. the intrinsic event reconstruction effi-
ciency is not included in the calculations of the shower selection efficiency and
muon rejection factor.

tivariate Data Analysis (TMVA) with ROOT [H+39] to implement the two clas-
sifiers. TMVA consists of different steps of training, testing and evaluating for
each classifier. It can take data sets in the form of ROOT trees or text files for
training and testing. Each event can be weighted either individually, in order
to reproduce the expected exponential slope, or globally. In this analysis, in or-
der to avoid the statistical bias due to weighting of events, we applied a global
weight of 1.0 for both the shower and atmospheric muon events. In addition, in
order to avoid classification problems due to the correlation of the discriminating
variables, we chose an option in TMVA, which transforms the distribution of the
discriminating variables such that they comply with distributions of normalised
Gaussian shape.

The discriminating parameters used in the multivariate classifiers are the fol-
lowing:

• θLD, zenith angle reconstructed by Light Direction method.

• θBBFit, zenith angle reconstructed by BBFit.

• χ2
Track, the BBfit track fit quality parameter.

• R, Residual parameter (see section 5.1.1).

• M, M-Estimator fit-quality parameter (see section 5.1.2).

•
√

R×M.

Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of the discriminating parameters for MC
simulations of atmospheric muon events (solid (blue) histogram) and neutrino-
induced shower events (dashed (red) histogram), as well as the 5% of the ex-
perimental events mentioned in table 4.4 (cross markers). We observe a very
good agreement between experimental data and MC simulations of atmospheric
muons. Even though many of the discriminating parameters have been used for
the pre-filtering of the events, their combined exploitation allows for sharper cuts
and, therefore, has a high discriminating potential.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the discriminating parameters for MC atmospheric muons
(solid (blue) histogram) and neutrino-induced showers (dashed (red) his-
togram), as well as experimental events (cross markers).

The TMVA algorithm can be trained to provide optimal values of the discrim-
inating parameters. In this analysis we have used Run-by-Run simulated data
samples for atmospheric muons and neutrino-induced showers (see section 4.4),
corresponding to a livetime of 52 days. Half of the samples were used to train the
algorithm and the other half has been used to evaluate the Multivariate classi-
fiers. In the next sections, the training and testing procedures for KNN and BDT
classifiers will be explained.

6.3.1 K-Nearest Neighbour

The KNN algorithm compares observed data sets (testing events) to a reference
data set (training events). KNN scores each observed event based on the number
density of the signal events in a multi-dimensional training space containing k
events nearest to the observed event. More details about the KNN method can
be found in section 8.5 of [H+39]. The degree of near is measured by using the
Euclidean distance D, defined as:
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of the k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm. Shown is the correlation of
discriminating parameters x0 and x1 for signal events (filled (blue) circles) and
background events (open (black) circles). The algorithm searches for k = 20
neighbours around the test event (star). The image was taken from [H+39]
and has been slightly modified for the purpose of this analysis.

D =

(
npar

∑
j=1

∣∣xj − yj
∣∣2)1/2

, (6.1)

where npar is the number of discriminating parameters, xj and yj are the val-
ues of the jth parameter from training and testing events, respectively. Therefore,
k events with the smallest D are the k− nearest neighbours. Figure 6.5 schemat-
ically illustrates the KNN scoring procedure for the ith test event (star) in two-
dimensional space (i.e. for two discriminating parameters x0 and x1). The cir-
cle represents the region containing k = 20 events. The nearest neighbourhood
counts 12 signal and 8 background points so that the test event may be classified
as a signal event with a score of 12

20 .
In this analysis the numbers of signal (shower) and background (atmospheric

muon) events are taken to be equal in the training samples. The event weights
were assumed to be equal 1.0 for all shower and atmospheric muon events. There-
fore, the output of KNN can be interpreted as the signal posterior PS, the proba-
bility of observing a shower after a set of discriminating parameters ~ξ. The signal
posterior is given by the following relation:

PS(S|~ξ) =
P(~ξ|S)P(S)

P(~ξ|S)P(S) + P(~ξ|B)P(B)
, (6.2)
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where the vector ~ξ = (θLD, θBBFit, χ2
Track, R, M,

√
R×M) contains the set of

discriminating parameters, introduced previously. The term P(~ξ|S) is the signal
likelihood, which indicates how likely ~ξ is observed if the event is of shower
type. P(S) and P(B) are the probabilities of observing showers and atmospheric
muons, respectively, before~ξ is selected. According to our previous assumptions,
i.e. the number of showers is equal to that of muons and each event weight is
equal 1.0 for all events, P(S) = P(B) = 0.5.

Figure 6.6 (top) shows the distribution of the KNN scores of testing events for
neutrino-induced showers (signal shown as a solid (red) histogram) and muon
tracks (background shown as a filled (blue) histogram). The superimposed data
points with the statistical error bars indicate the distribution of KNN scores for
the training events, which is in good agreement with that for the testing events.

To evaluate the performance of the multivariate algorithms, the following
evaluation parameters are defined:

Signal efficiency =
S
S0

Background efficiency =
B
B0

Signal purity =
S

S + B
Significance =

S√
S + B

(6.3)

where S and B are the number of signal and background events after a cut, re-
spectively, and S0 and B0 are the number of signal and background events before
a cut, respectively.

Figure 6.6 (bottom) shows the behaviour of the evaluation parameters (equa-
tion 6.3) as a function of the KNN score. The number of shower and atmospheric
muon events is equal to 1000. To optimise the selection of shower events, we
combine a cut on the KNN score with a cut on the total deposited charge per
event. This procedure will be introduced in section 6.4.1.

6.3.2 Boosted Decision Tree

The Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) method consists of a sequence of cuts which
split the events into either signal-like or background-like events. In this sense
the selection strategy of BDTs is equivalent to rectangular cuts, however, with
the major difference that the BDTs are able to split the phase space into a large
number of partially identified sub-events, i.e. signal-like and background-like
events, which define so-called hypercubes.

Figure 6.7 schematically presents a decision tree. A decision tree looks like
an inverted tree starting from the root node. At the root node, the algorithm se-
lects a best discriminating parameter (xν) and a cut value cn, which splits the root
node into signal-like and background-like sub-nodes. The selection will continue
choosing the best discriminating parameter by cutting at each sub-node and split-
ting the events into more sub-nodes until the number of events in a node reaches
a minimum value. The nodes at the end of the tree, the so-called leaf nodes, are
labelled as signal or background depending on the purity of the events in the
respective leaf nodes.
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Figure 6.6: Top: Distribution of the KNN score for atmospheric muons (filled (blue) his-
togram) and neutrino-induced showers (solid (red) histogram). Bottom: Eval-
uation parameters as a function of the KNN score.

The statistical fluctuations in the training events can cause an instability prob-
lem in the decision tree. The instability problem can be due to two or more pa-
rameters having the same discriminating potential. Thus the tree may decide to
split all nodes by choosing only one discriminating parameter, which can cause
more fluctuations in the tree, while the other parameters could have been chosen
without causing the fluctuations. To overcome such a problem, a boosting proce-
dure is applied. In a boosting procedure a forest of decision trees is constructed by
using the same training events repeatedly. After a tree is constructed, the events
mis-classified in this tree will be weighted higher in the next tree, so that the same
discriminating parameters and cut values are less likely to be chosen for the next
tree. Finally, an event is classified according to the major votes of individual de-
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Figure 6.7: Schematic view of the BDT algorithm. Choosing the best discriminating pa-
rameters xν and cut values cn at each node, the algorithm labels the nodes
at the bottom of the tree as ”S” for signal and ”B” for background, depend-
ing on the purity of the events at the respective nodes (the figure is adapted
from [H+39]).

cisions made by each tree in the forest. For a more detailed explanation we refer
to [H+39].

In this analysis, we constructed a forest of 400 trees. The same discriminating
parameters as used for the KNN method were exploited for the BDT method.
Figure 6.8 (top) presents the distribution of the BDT scores of testing events for
neutrino-induced showers (signal shown as solid (red) histogram) and atmo-
spheric muons (background shown as filled (blue) area). The data points are
the distribution of BDT scores for the training events.

Figure 6.8 (bottom) shows the behavior of the evaluation parameters (equa-
tion 6.3) as a function of the BDT score. The number of shower and atmospheric
muon events is equal to 1000.

6.4 Cut optimisation

In this section, we introduce two additional cut parameters, i.e. a cut on the to-
tal deposited charge per event (charge cut) and a cut on the energy-estimator
ρ (ρ cut), in order to increase the significance of the shower selection. There-
fore, we have three final cut parameters to be optimised. We introduce an opti-
misation procedure which consists of two steps: Two-dimensional charge-MVA
score cut optimisation and ρ cut optimisation. The first optimisation step is ex-
ploited to remove the contamination of atmospheric muon events in the neutrino-
induced shower events. The final optimisation step selects cosmic neutrino-
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Figure 6.8: Top: Distribution of the BDT score for atmospheric muons (filled (blue) area)
and neutrino-induced showers (solid (red) histogram). Bottom: Evaluation
parameters as a function of the BDT score.

induced showers among the overwhelming amount of atmospheric neutrinos.
The efficiency and purity of the optimisation method will be discussed in the
following sections.

6.4.1 Two-dimensional Charge-MVA Score Cut Optimisation

As previously discussed in section 6.3, in order to avoid the statistical fluctua-
tions in the training samples, we assumed the same detection rates for neutrino-
induced showers and atmospheric muons. In this section, we scale down the
detection rate of neutrino-induced showers according to realistic neutrino fluxes,
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Figure 6.9: Significance as a function of a doublet of cuts on charge-KNN score (top) and
on charge-BDT score (bottom).

i.e. atmospheric neutrinos and a diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos in order to es-
timate the purity and the efficiency of the selection strategy. The main reason
why we impose the two-dimensional cut on charge (in photo-electron) and MVA
score is to largely suppress the contamination of the atmospheric muon events.
The optimisation method relies on the maximization of the significance parame-
ter introduced in equation 6.3. The optimisation is defined in this way:

• KNN and BDT scores were scanned in an interval of [0, 1] and [-0.3, 0.3],
respectively. At each MVA score the maximum significance was calculated
for different charge cuts.

• The optimal cut doublet (charge, MVA score) is selected according to the
maximum value of the significance.

The optimisation method results in optimal cut doublets (600 p.e., 0.27) and
(658 p.e., -0.09) corresponding to maximum significance values of 1.9 and 1.8 for
KNN and BDT classifiers, respectively.

Figure 6.9 shows the significance as function of charge and score values for
the KNN classifier (top) and the BDT classifier (bottom).

Figure 6.10 shows the distribution of the total deposited charge after cuts on
the KNN score (top) and BDT score (bottom) of 0.27 and −0.09, respectively,
for MC atmospheric muons (solid (blue) histogram) and all neutrino-induced
shower types (dashed (red) histogram), i.e. cosmic neutrino-induced showers
and atmospheric neutrino-induced showers, corresponding to a livetime of 656
days.

The number Nνs of (atmospheric and cosmic) neutrino-induced MC show-
ers and the number Nµ of MC muons, remaining after the optimal cut-doublets,
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Figure 6.10: Distributions of total deposited charge per event after an applied cut on
MVA scores of 0.27 and -0.09 for KNN method (top) and the BDT method
(bottom). The neutrino detection rates are scaled down according to realistic
neutrino fluxes. An exponential function has been fitted to the distribution
of the atmospheric muons in order to avoid statistical fluctuations in the MC
samples. The vertical arrow indicates the value of the optimal charge cut.

are summarised in table 6.2. In order to avoid statistical fluctuations in the MC
samples, an exponential function has been fitted to the charge distribution of at-
mospheric muons to better estimate the expected number N f it

µ of atmospheric
muons after the applied cut-doublets.

6.4.2 ρ Cut Optimisation

As shown in the previous section, applying a two-dimensional cut on charge and
MVA score can discriminate showers from atmospheric muons with purities bet-
ter than 99%. In this section, we apply an additional cut on the energy estimator ρ
(see section 5.5) in order to suppress the contamination of atmospheric neutrinos
in the cosmic neutrino-induced shower samples.
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MVA method cut-doublet Nνs Nµ N f it
µ purity

KNN (600 p.e., 0.27) 3.9 0 0.02 99.5%

BDT (658 p.e.,-0.09) 3.5 0 0.01 99.7%

Table 6.2: The expected number of events left after the optimal cut-doublets.

Figure 6.11 shows the distribution of the energy estimator ρ for atmospheric
neutrinos (NC ν + CC νe + CC νµ) and cosmic showers induced by a test diffuse
flux of cosmic neutrinos after cut-doublets (600 p.e., 0.27) and (658 p.e., -0.09) for
the KNN (top) and BDT (bottom) classifiers, respectively. For the atmospheric
neutrino flux, we take into account the so-called Bartol flux [B+30], i.e. the con-
ventional atmospheric neutrinos from charged meson decay. The test diffuse flux
for cosmic neutrinos follows the flux corresponding to the Fermi acceleration (see
section 2.1):

E2[GeV]Φcosmic = Φ0 = 6× 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1, (6.4)

where Φ0 is the strength of the flux. A cut at a high value of ρ can efficiently
suppress the contamination of the atmospheric neutrino background in the se-
lected cosmic shower signal.

To optimise the ρ cut, we search for the minimum value of the average flux
upper limit at 90% confidence level Φ̄90%, under the assumption of no shower-
signal observation. The average flux upper limit for the expected number Ns of
showers induced by the test diffuse flux Φ0 of cosmic neutrinos and the expected
number Nb of atmospheric neutrinos (NC ν + CC νe + CC νµ) is given by:

Φ̄90% =
µ̄90%(Nb)

Ns
Φ0 (6.5)

The upper limit for shower observation µ̄90%(Nb) is given by:

µ̄90%(Nb) =
∞

∑
nobs=0

µ̄90%(nobs, Nb)
(Nb)

nobs

(nobs)!
e−Nb (6.6)

where nobs is the number of observed experimental events. We calculate the
average upper limit, by applying the Feldman-Cousins method [FC98]. The av-
erage upper limit for shower observation µ̄90%(Nb) is independent of the infor-
mation from experimental data and, therefore, it does not introduce a bias on the
selection criteria. The optimal cut on the energy estimator ρ is obtained by min-
imizing the so-called Model Rejection Factor (MRF) [HR03] µ̄90%(Nb):Ns in equa-
tion 6.5, i.e. the ratio of the average upper limit for shower observation and the
expected number of showers.

Figure 6.12 presents the average upper limit Φ̄90% as function of the energy
estimator ρ for the KNN (top) and the BDT (bottom) methods. The optimisa-
tion results in optimal cuts on log10(ρ) at 4.4 and 4.7 for the KNN and the BDT
methods, respectively, providing an equal average upper limit Φ̄90% = 1.04 ×
10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 for both methods.
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of the energy estimator ρ for atmospheric neutrinos (dashed
(blue) histogram) and cosmic neutrino-induced showers (solid (red) his-
togram) after cut-doublets (600 p.e., 0.27) and (658 p.e., -0.09) for the KNN
(top) and BDT (bottom) methods, respectively.

6.5 Experimental Data-MC Comparison

As described in section 4.5.3, we have selected a limited number of experimental
runs, taken in 2008-2010, corresponding to a total livetime of 26 days in order to
perform data-MC comparisons (see section 4.5.4).

Figure 6.13 compares the distributions of the total deposited charge for the
MC atmospheric muon samples (solid (blue) histogram) and the experimental
data (cross markers), remaining after a cut on the KNN (top) and BDT (bottom)
scores of 0.27 and -0.09, respectively. The flux of the MC samples is scaled down
corresponding to the livetime of the experimental data, i.e. 26 days. The mean
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Figure 6.12: Average upper limit Φ̄90% as function of the energy estimator ρ for KNN
(top) and BDT (bottom) methods.

ratio of the experimental data and MC is 0.98 ± 0.25 and 0.9 ± 0.28 for the KNN
and the BDT method, respectively, and the average of both ratios is 0.94 ± 0.19.
An exponential function is fitted to both the MC and experimental data samples.
The slopes of the exponential functions fitted to the experimental data sample
are 16% (for the KNN method) and 17% (for the BDT method) steeper than the
slopes of the exponential functions fitted to the MC sample. The effect of this
discrepancy on the expected number of events will be discussed and estimated
in section 6.6.3.
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Figure 6.13: Distributions of total deposited charge per event after an applied cut on
MVA scores of 0.27 and -0.09 for KNN method (top) and the BDT method
(bottom) for experimental data (solid (black) histogram), MC atmospheric
muons (solid (blue) histogram). The inset shows the ratio of data and MC
per each bin.

6.6 Systematic Uncertainties

This section discusses the major sources of systematic uncertainties which may
effect the estimation of the upper limit of the diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos.
Three categories of systematic uncertainties can be recognised: the acceptance of
the detector, systematic uncertainties in the MC simulations and the uncertainties
in the reconstruction and the selection criteria (cut efficiencies).
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6.6.1 Acceptance of the Detector

The acceptance of the detector is defined as the constant ratio between the num-
ber of neutrino events and a neutrino flux strength φ0. The acceptance can be a
function of different detector parameters such as detector configuration, calibra-
tion of time and charge, efficiency of OMs. The configuration of the ANTARES
neutrino telescope has been changed several times in the period from 2008 to
2010. The variations in the detector configuration can result in significant effects
on the detector response. In order to eliminate any influence of the configura-
tion on the obtained data, the ANTARES collaboration has released simulation
data sets in which the configuration and the status of the detector is updated for
each data-taking run. The simulation data set is called Run-by-Run simulation
which is described in section 4.4. Several detector parameters, including the time
and charge calibrations, are read from the data-taking databases and applied in
the simulation. In order to minimise the systematic uncertainties imposed by the
calibrations and detector configuration, we have only selected the experimental
runs for which the Run-by-Run simulation was available.

The efficiency of the OMs and its effect on the acceptance of the detector is
studied in [AM+12]. A comparison between the atmospheric neutrino data and
a simulation was performed in which a systematic uncertainty of 15% was as-
signed to the acceptance for signal neutrinos following a spectrum with an E−2

energy dependence.

6.6.2 Uncertainties in the MC Simulation

The major sources of uncertainties in the MC simulation originate from theories
describing the neutrino cross section, models predicting the event fluxes, light
scattering in water and the model describing the optical background in the sea
water. The neutrino cross section at high energies is uncertain. An analysis per-
formed in [GQRS96] has obtained the uncertainty for the neutrino cross section
for energies up to 1021 eV. The uncertainty for our energy range of interest, i.e.
below 108 GeV, is less than 5%.

The simulation of the atmospheric muon background is affected by the uncer-
tainties in the predictions for the flux and the composition of the primary cosmic
rays. An uncertainty of 50% on the flux of the atmospheric muon background
has been estimated using the ANTARES measurements for down-going muon
events [A+10b]. The uncertainty in theoretical predictions for the primary atmo-
spheric neutrino flux has been estimated in [BRGS06] and results in an uncer-
tainty of 30%.

As described in section 4.2.1, the light scattering was not taken into account
for the neutrino simulations used in this analysis. Scattered light can lead to the
production of indirect photons from the trajectories of charged secondary parti-
cles induced by neutrinos. These indirect photons, therefore, can cause photons
which produce late hits in optical modules, which may deteriorate the quality
of the reconstruction of the shower parameters. An investigation, performed
in [Fol], shows that the effect of light scattering is only significant at energies
above 108 GeV (which is above our sensitive energy range).

The model, which has been exploited to simulate the optical background in
sea water (see section 3.5), relies on the simplified assumption that optical back-
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ground causes a random hit in the detector. Any deviation from a random model
for optical background may have an influence on the shower reconstruction and,
consequently, on the selection criteria. The uncertainties caused by the environ-
mental background can be investigated by comparing experimental data and the
MC simulation. In the next section we will evaluate the uncertainty in the MC
simulation by comparing 5% of the experimental data, analysed before unblind-
ing, with the full MC simulation.

6.6.3 Cut Efficiencies

As discussed in section 6.5, the slope of the exponential function fitted to the
5% of the experimental data is steeper than that fitted to the MC atmospheric
muons. Considering the livetime of the 5% of the experimental data, i.e. 26 days,
the majority of the observed events should be atmospheric muons. Therefore,
this discrepancy should be due to the contribution of systematic uncertainties
which have an effect on the selection criteria. In order to calculate these uncer-
tainties, we have relaxed the charge cut by 16% and 17% for the KNN and BDT
methods, respectively, in order to achieve the same significance for the softer
charge spectrum of the experimental data, as obtained for the MC simulation in
section 6.4.1. In order to estimate the systematic uncertainties imposed by the
optimised charge cuts, we scanned the charge cut in the regions [510 p.e., 600
p.e.] and [546 p.e., 658 p.e.] for KNN and BDT, respectively. Then we estimated
the number of neutrino signal and background events after each charge cut. Us-
ing the order statistics 1, we have estimated the upper bound, central value and
lower bound of the neutrino events according to the values of the first, second
and third quantiles.

This method results in the numbers and error bounds of signal and back-
ground neutrinos of 3.42+0.16

−0.22 and 1.5+0.27
−0.2 , respectively, for the KNN method and

the numbers of signal and background neutrinos of 3.25+0.15
−0.1 and 1.1+0.3

−0.1, respec-
tively, for the BDT method.

6.6.4 Uncertainty on the Number of Signal Neutrinos

Unfortunately the simulation of τ neutrinos has not been included in the ANTA-
RES simulation tools, although it is expected that τ neutrinos will have a signif-
icant contribution in the cosmic neutrino signal. The upper limit on the diffuse
flux of neutrinos may improve since τ neutrinos only contribute in the neutrino
signal and not in the neutrino background. As discussed in section 3.6, the track
length of the induced τ lepton in water is shorter than 10 m for neutrino ener-
gies below a few PeV. Therefore, a τ neutrino event would resemble a neutrino-
induced shower event, since the leptonic track of the τ neutrino interaction is too
short to be resolved.

In this section, we estimate the uncertainty imposed by the absence of τ-
neutrino events in the simulation sample. One can define the parameter ∆S/S
as the relative difference between the reduced number of signal neutrinos S =
Nνµ + Nνe and the number of signal neutrinos with the presence of τ-neutrino
events S′ = Nνµ + Nνe + Nντ :

1The kth-smallest value of a statistical sample is called the kth order statistics.
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∆S
S

=
S′ − S

S
=

Nντ

Nνµ + Nνe

. (6.7)

For the ANTARES sensitive energy range, i.e. 100 GeV – 1 PeV, we can expect
that the largest contribution from ντ in the number of signal neutrinos will be
approximately the same as the contribution from νe. Therefore, ∆S/S can be
approximated as:

∆S
S
≈ Nνe

Nνµ + Nνe

= 0.85 (6.8)

∆S/S can be associated with the Full Width at Tenth of Maximum (FWTM) of
a half normal distribution with a width of σ:

FWTM = 2
√

2ln10σ = 0.85 (6.9)

resulting in σ ≈ 0.2. Therefore, an uncertainty of about 20% on the number
of signal neutrinos is imposed by the absent of tau-neutrino events in the signal
neutrino events.

6.6.5 Total Systematic Uncertainties

Using the information presented in the previous sections, we evaluate the to-
tal contribution of the systematic uncertainties. Adding the errors in quadra-
ture, separately for the upper and lower error bounds, the numbers of expected
signal and background neutrinos are 3.42+0.9

−0.6 and 1.5+0.57
−0.54, respectively, for the

KNN method and the numbers of expected signal and background neutrinos are
3.25+0.85

−0.52 and 1.1+0.5
−0.38, respectively, for the BDT method.

Table 6.3 summarises the systematic uncertainties.
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Systematic uncertainties atm. µ atm. ν signal ν

Acceptance 15% 15% 15%

Theoretical uncertainties 50% 30% 5%

cut efficiency

KNN - +18%
−13%

+5%
−7%

BDT - +27%
−9%

+5%
−3%

Signal neutrino

uncertainty - - +20%
−0%

Total uncertainties

KNN 52.2% +38%
−36%

+26%
−17%

BDT 52.2% +43%
−35%

+26%
−16%

Table 6.3: Systematic uncertainties for the atmospheric muons and the atmospheric and
signal neutrinos.
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Chapter 7
Results

When I want to understand what is happening today or
try to decide what will happen tomorrow, I look back.

Omar Khayyam

7.1 Rejection of Sparking Events

As described in section 3.7, some very rare events are recorded by the ANTARES
detector which are caused by sparking PMTs. These events typically consist of
an anomalously large number of hits (see figure 3.11), so that these events can
mimic the interactions of high-energy neutrinos. Methods have been developed
to identify sparking runs [Pre11, Cor]. The methods reject events which resemble
a point-like source of light which is located close to an OM. However, a high-
energy shower event appearing close to an OM might also be excluded, since it
can be misidentified as a sparking event. Therefore, we have developed a new
method to exclude the sparking events. This section studies the potential of our
selection strategy for rejecting any remaining sparking events.

In order to study the sparking events, we have analysed the runs identi-
fied as sparking runs [colb]. Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of the residual
R (see section 5.1.1) as a function of the M-Estimator fit quality parameter M
(see section 5.1.2) for events in the sparking runs. The shower region defined
in section 6.2 is marked by the dashed (red) rectangle. The distribution shows
an anomalous second dense region most likely due to the sparking events. The
sparking events reveal a marked asymmetric topology because of the large val-
ues of R and M.

Table 7.1 summarises the number of events in the sparking runs passing each
selective cut defined in the previous chapter. No sparking event has passed the
selective cuts.

7.2 Final Experimental Data Samples

In the previous chapter, the ANTARES sensitivity for a diffuse flux of neutrino-
induced showers was estimated for a livetime of 656 days, using Run-by-Run
simulation samples (see section 4.5). We have analysed ANTARES experimen-
tal data taken from January 2008 to December 2010 corresponding to a livetime
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Figure 7.1: The distribution of the residual R as a function of the M-Estimator fit quality
parameter M for events in the sparking runs. The distribution includes up-
going and down-going events. The shower region is marked by the dashed
(red) rectangle. The colour code represents the intensity from high to low by
red to white.

cut events in the sparking runs

no cut 657418

up-going 3792

M < 18 and R < 100 28

KNN score > 0.27 15

BDT score > −0.09 18

Charge > 600 p.e. 0

Table 7.1: Number of events in the sparking runs left after each consecutively applied
selective cut.

of 656 days. During this period, the configuration of the detector has changed
several times. In addition, the environmental conditions can significantly vary
season by season. Therefore, it is very important to study the consistency of the
response of the detector in different periods. For this reason, we have subdivided
the data sample into six samples, i.e. each year into two samples: January-June
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and July-December. Table 7.2 summarises the data samples. We have selected all
the runs for which the Run-by-Run MC simulations are available. In addition we
have excluded the known sparking runs.

sample duration run number livetime (days)

S1 Jan. 2008 - Jun. 2008 31049-35075 130.5

S2 Jul. 2008 - Dec. 2008 35147-38230 76.2

S3 Jan. 2009 - Jun. 2009 38233-41626 91

S4 Jul. 2009 - Dec. 2009 41628-45536 130.1

S5 Jan. 2010 - Jun. 2010 45538-49766 105.2

S6 Jul. 2010 - Dec. 2010 049770-54250 122.8

Table 7.2: The analysed experimental dataset has been divided into six sub-samples as
defined in section 7.2.

Figures 7.2 shows the distributions of total deposited charge per event after
cuts on KNN score (top) and BDT score (down) of 0.27 and -0.09, respectively, for
the experimental data samples S1, S2, S3 and S4 (see table 7.2). Events shown in
the figure have passed all the pre-selection cuts defined in sections 6.1 and 6.2.
In order to compare the event ratios per each charge bin, all the data samples are
scaled to S1. The inset panels show the mean ratio (solid (blue) curve) between
the data samples. The blue band shows the spread around the mean ratio. The
mean ratio is around 1 over the sensitive charge range, which indicates that the
response of the detector is consistent for the selected events.

Figure 7.3 compares distributions of the total deposited charge for the MC
atmospheric muon sample (solid (blue) histogram) and the experimental data
(markers), remaining after a cut on KNN (top) and BDT scores (bottom) of 0.27
and -0.09, respectively. The experimental data sample is the sum of the data de-
scribed in table 7.2, corresponding to a total livetime of about 656 days. The MC
atmospheric muon sample consists of Run-by-Run simulations corresponding to
each experimental run selected for the experimental data sample. The inset pan-
els show the ratio between the experimental data events and MC atmospheric
muon events per each charge bin. The average data-MC ratios are 71% ± 0.21
and 68%± 0.3 for KNN and BDT methods, respectively. This deviation between
the data and MC was studied in section 6.6 and the effect on the systematic un-
certainty was evaluated.
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Figure 7.2: Distributions of the total deposited charge per event after a cut on MVA scores
of 0.27 and -0.09 for the KNN method (top) and the BDT method (bottom) for
experimental data samples S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 defined in table 7.2. The
inset panels show the mean ratio between the data samples. The blue band
shows the 1σ spread around the mean ratio.

7.3 Limit on the Diffuse Flux of Neutrinos

In the previous chapter we estimated the ANTARES sensitivity for the detection
of showers induced by a diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos by estimating the ex-
pected rates for signal and background events after the selection criteria, using
the Run-by-Run MC simulations.

In this section, we will analyse the event rates for signal and background after
each selective cut and compare them to the event rate for the experimental data
sample corresponding to a livetime of 656 days. Based on this analysis, we will
determine the upper limit for a diffuse flux of cosmic neutrino-induced showers.
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Figure 7.3: Distributions of total deposited charge per event for experimental data, MC
atmospheric muon and MC signal neutrino data after KNN (top) and BDT
(bottom) cuts of 0.27 and -0.09, respectively. An exponential function has been
fitted to the distribution of the MC atmospheric muons. The arrow indicates
the value of the optimal charge cut. The inset panels show the ratio of exper-
imental events and MC muon events per each charge bin.

Table 7.3 summarises the number of events remaining after each consecu-
tively applied selective cut. In the table, atm. ν and signal ν denote the sum of
expected CC interactions of νe and νµ as well as the sum of NC interactions of
νe and νµ for atmospheric and signal neutrinos, respectively. After all cuts, an
average number of 1.3+0.38

−0.35 background neutrinos for both the KNN and BDT
methods are expected from the atmospheric neutrino flux (see section 6.4.2) and
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3.34+0.62
−0.42 signal neutrinos are expected from the diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos

defined in equation 6.4. The upper and lower bounds on the expectation values
of signal and background are estimated according to the systematic error study
in section 6.6. On the other hand, no experimental event remains after all cuts
which is consistent with the expected number of events from atmospheric neu-
trino background. Using the Feldman-Cousins method [FC98] (see section 6.4.2),
the upper limit at 90% confidence level for the diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos
(νµ + νe + ντ) according to the observed and expected numbers of events is ob-
tained:

E[GeV]2Φ̄90% < 2.53+0.42
−0.32 × 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 (7.1)

In this calculation, we considered the neutrino flavour ratio of (νµ : νe : ντ =
1 : 1 : 1) at the Earth. The equivalent diffuse flux upper limit on each individual
neutrino flavour is obtained:

E[GeV]2Φ̄i
90% < 0.84+0.14

−0.11 × 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 (7.2)

Figure 7.4 presents the energy spectra for background and signal neutrinos
remaining after the selection criteria for KNN (top) and BDT (bottom) methods.
95% of the expected cosmic signal neutrinos have energies between 3.1 TeV and
1 PeV.

Figure 7.5 compares the ANTARES shower sensitivity (656 days) with other
experiments for a diffuse flux of high-energy cosmic neutrinos with an E−2 en-
ergy spectrum. All the measurements have been normalised to one neutrino
flavour. The obtained upper limit on the diffuse flux of neutrino reaches the pre-
dicted neutrino flux in a model describing the pγ interactions in Blazar jets [Man95].

7.4 Conclusion

We have developed a method to largely suppress the overwhelming background
and reconstruct neutrino-induced showers by combining selective cuts on the
observables describing the event direction and topology. We have optimised the
selection criteria in order to maximise the ANTARES sensitivity for the obser-
vation of showers induced by a diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos with an E−2

spectral shape. The selection criteria suppress the background by 8 orders of
magnitude, whereas showers are selected with an efficiency of several percent.
We have applied the method in order to search for cosmic neutrinos, unblinding
the ANTARES experimental data corresponding to a total livetime of 656 days.
Despite the smaller volume of the ANTARES detector, this result is compatible
with the world’s best upper limit on the diffuse flux of neutrino-induced showers
measured by the IceCube 79-string configuration [col13], scaled to one neutrino
flavour, i.e. E[GeV]2Φ̄IC

90% < 0.23× 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1. In addition, our ob-
tained limit on the Southern Sky is complementary to the IceCube limit on the
Northern Sky, such that the combination of both results provides a consistent up-
per limit for the full Sky. However, the flux upper limit that we have determined
is only a factor of about 4 above the Waxman and Bahcall upper limit on the cos-
mic neutrinos [WB98], i.e. E[GeV]2ΦWB < 2× 10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1. Running
the analysis on a larger dataset with a total livetime larger than four years may
improve the flux upper limit of neutrino-induced showers by a factor of about
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cut atm. µ ×3 atm. ν signal ν experimental data

no cut 86765823 4194.5 280.2 84187765

up-going 344007 2470.9 105.7 366667

M < 18 and R < 100 39219 633.5 21.7 30408

CAN size < 34563 490 14.5 27082

ANTARES radius + 60 m

KNN score > 0.27 20244 400 12.5 17919

BDT score > −0.09 23268 495 13 19000

Charge > 600 p.e. 0 1.5 3.5 0

(KNN)

Charge > 658 p.e. 0 1.2 3.4 0

(BDT)

log10(ρ) > 4.4 (KNN) 0 1.5 3.42 0

log10(ρ) > 4.7 (BDT) 0 1.1 3.25 0

Table 7.3: Number of events after each consecutively applied selective cut.

two, thus approaching the Waxman and Bahcall limit very closely. In that region
of sensitivity, the theoretical models of neutrino production may be constrained.
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Figure 7.4: Energy spectrum of neutrinos remaining after the selection criteria for MC at-
mospheric (dashed (blue) histogram) and signal (solid (red) histogram) neu-
trinos.
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Figure 7.5: The upper limits on the E−2 diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos at 90% confidence
level. The (gray) arrow marks the sensitivity of the ANTARES detector for
detection of high-energy neutrino-induced showers. For more detail about
the entries in the figure, see section 2.5.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Outlook

This dissertation reports on measurements and the corresponding data analysis,
which was designed to reconstruct and identify neutrino-induced showers in the
ANTARES neutrino telescope. The reconstruction of such showers, which are
recognised by their local light production, can protrude the sensitivity of a neu-
trino telescope to all neutrino flavours. Moreover, showers are well-contained
events in the detection volume. This characteristic of showers allows for a better
energy estimation compared to muon tracks induced by muon neutrinos. In this
analysis, we aimed at the reconstruction of a complete set of shower parameters,
i.e. the space-time position, energy and direction of neutrino-induced showers.
We have exploited and combined two independent event reconstruction algo-
rithms in order to obtain the precise estimation of the shower parameters. A
necessary prerequisite for a successful analysis strategy is to efficiently suppress
the background of atmospheric muons. We have chosen for defining and com-
bining selection criteria for observables describing the directions and topologies
of shower-candidate events. We applied a multivariate data analysis (MVA) in
order to efficiently combine the selective cuts and to express them as one dis-
criminating variable. In order to cross-check the final result, we have exploited
two independent MVA methods, the K-Nearest Neighbour and the Boosted Decision
Tree. The final shower selection strategy is based on stepwise selection criteria
expressed by three final cuts, i.e. total deposited charge per event, the MVA score
and the energy estimator ρ. First we optimise a cut-doublet on total deposited
charge per event and a MVA score in order to largely suppress the contamina-
tion of atmospheric muons in selected shower samples. The optimal cut-doublet
selects neutrino-induced showers from atmospheric muons with a purity better
than 99%. Finally, we select cosmic showers among the background of atmo-
spheric neutrinos by optimising a cut on the energy estimator ρ. The optimisa-
tion procedure relies on the minimization of the value of the average upper limit
of the diffuse flux Φ̄90% of cosmic neutrinos, under the assumption of no shower-
signal observation. In order to avoid a possible bias in the selection criteria, we
have exploited a blind analysis using only 5% of the ANTARES experimental data
taken in the period 2008-2010. This blind analysis aimed to verify the consistency
of the experimental data and MC simulations, as well as to provide the estima-
tion of the systematic uncertainties. After the selection criteria were finalised, the
analysis was unblinded. We have run the analysis on 656 days of the ANTARES
experimental data in the period January 2008 to December 2010. The average
number of 3.34+0.62

−0.42 and 1.3+0.38
−0.35 signal and background neutrinos, respectively,
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are expected after the selection criteria from the diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos
defined in equation 6.4. On the other hand, no experimental event has passed the
selection criteria, which is consistent with the background expectation; therefore,
we have determined the upper limit on the expected signal of cosmic neutrinos.
Assuming a flavour ratio (νµ : νe : ντ = 1 : 1 : 1) at the detector site and an E−2

spectral shape, our estimation for the upper limit on the diffuse cosmic neutrino
(νµ + νe + ντ) flux at the 90% C.L. is:

E[GeV]2Φ̄90% < 2.53+0.42
−0.32 × 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 (8.1)

This value is equivalent to a limit of
E[GeV]2Φ̄i

90% < 0.84+0.14
−0.11 × 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 on each individual neutrino

flavour. 90% of the expected neutrino signals have energies between 3.1 TeV
and 8 PeV. Despite the smaller volume of the ANTARES detector, this result
is close to the world’s best upper limit on the diffuse flux of neutrino-induced
showers measured by the IceCube detector [col13], i.e. E[GeV]2Φ̄IC

90% < 0.23×
10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1. In addition, our obtained limit on the Southern Sky is
complementary to the IceCube limit on the Northern Sky, such that the combina-
tion of both results provides a consistent upper limit for the full Sky.

Our limit is only a factor of about 4 above the Waxman and Bahcall upper
limit on the cosmic neutrinos [WB98], i.e.
E[GeV]2ΦWB < 2 × 10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1. Running the analysis on a dataset
with a total livetime larger than four years may improve the flux upper limit of
neutrino-induced showers to a value of E[GeV]2Φ̄i

90% < 0.35× 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1,
which may provide constraints for theoretical models of neutrino production.

Perspective for the Km3NeT Neutrino Telescope

The future deep-sea neutrino telescope of multi cubic-km size, KM3NeT [B+11],
has been designed for an efficient search for high-energy neutrinos originating
from galactic and extragalactic sources. The detection of cosmic neutrinos may
provide us with yet concealed information about non-thermal processes in the
Universe. Based on the experience of the pilot projects ANTARES, NEMO [C+09]
and NESTOR [Rap09], the KM3NeT collaboration plans to equip an active de-
tection volume at the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea with an array of digital
optical modules (DOMs), i.e. only digital information will be sent from a DOM
to shore for further analysis (see figure 8.1). The direction and energy of neutri-
nos can be inferred from a precise determination of DOM position, arrival time
and total detected charge. For the identification of point-like neutrino sources an
angular resolution better than 0.3◦ can be provided for neutrino energies above
10 TeV.

In addition to Cherenkov photons originating from charged tracks or hadronic
showers caused by neutrinos, a DOM is exposed to a random optical background
which is due to the decay of radioactive isotopes and biological processes in sea
water (see section 3.5). In ANTARES, each photo sensor of 10-inch diameter
measures typically a pulse rate of 60 - 100 kHz, mostly single photo electrons
produced by 40K decay (≈40 kHz) and by the bioluminescence from the deep-
sea fauna causing a constant contribution with occasional bursts of much higher
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Figure 8.1: Artist’s impression of the KM3NeT neutrino telescope equipped with DOMs.
The figure is taken from [cold].

intensity. These uncorrelated signals are suppressed by requiring local coinci-
dences in nearby photo sensors on each floor of the detector array and a certain
minimum number of photon hits on several floors [H+12]. In order to improve
the local optical-background rejection, a multi-PMT DOM (figure 8.2) housing 31
3-inch PMTs has been developed and proposed in the KM3NeT Technical Design
Report [B+df]. The multi-PMT DOM has a number of advantages compared to
an optical module (OM) housing a single large PMT, such as a smaller transit time
spread, a longer lifetime, and a better two-photon separation [AM+13, Arb10] in
addition to a simplified charge determination by counting the number of fired
PMTs. Small PMTs do not require magnetic shielding, since they are much less
sensitive to the Earth’s magnetic field. Moreover a multi-PMT DOM has a higher
reliability compared to a single-PMT OM, since failure of one small PMT has a
limited effect on its total performance.

In addition, a detector equipped with multi-PMT DOMs may provide a better
direction estimation for down-going atmospheric muons, since the sensitive area
of the multi-PMT DOM is also extended to its upper hemisphere. Misidentified
down-going atmospheric muons present the most severe background for the de-
tection of neutrino-induced showers. As proposed in this dissertation, a way to
efficiently reject the atmospheric muons is to select up-going events by exploiting
cuts on the event direction. Therefore, a multi-PMT DOM detector may measure
neutrino-induced showers providing a higher sensitivity.

The other main advantage of KM3NeT compared to ANTARES stems from
its larger detection volume, i.e. a 100 times larger size. A larger detection vol-
ume increases the effective area (see section 4.1), which may eventually lead to
a higher detection rate for signal neutrinos. Assuming the same detection effi-
ciency as ANTARES, one can expect that the sensitivity of the KM3NeT detec-
tor for 1 year of data taking may exceed a sensitivity level of E[GeV]2Φ̄KM3

90% <
10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1, where the limit is mainly determined by the background
level. Therefore, the potential of the detection of neutrino-induced showers with
KM3NeT is very promising. However, sensitivity studies on a certain configu-
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Figure 8.2: Prototype of the multi-PMT DOM with 31 3-inch PMTs arranged in a 17-inch
diameter pressure glass sphere. Insert top right: the photograph of the ET
Enterprises Ltd. D783FL 3-inch diameter PMT which was investigated by us
and found suitable for KM3NeT [H+12].

ration of KM3NeT resulted in a less accurate space-time position reconstruction
for neutrino-induced showers [Zij11] as compared to ANTARES. This effect is
due to a larger spacing between the DOMs chosen for the specific KM3NeT con-
figuration, which increases the effect of light scattering in water. Therefore, the
final KM3NeT configuration has to result from a carefully chosen compromise
between a maximised detection volume and an optimised space-time position
reconstruction.

In addition, due to the large detection volume, KM3NeT will have access to
higher energies, i.e. above the PeV energy range. As discussed in section 3.6, in
such an energy regime, the track component of tau-neutrino interactions can be
long enough so that the double-bang event topology may be detected. Detection
of tau neutrinos may furnish a measurement of the neutrino flavour ratio. The
expected standard neutrino-flavour ratio on Earth is νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 1 : 1, assum-
ing neutrino production through the decay of charged pions caused by interac-
tions of high-energy protons with photons or nucleons [LP95] and taking into ac-
count neutrino oscillations. Any observed deviation from the standard neutrino-
flavour ratio can either provide constraints on astrophysical models [KW05] or
probe for new physics [LP95, AJY00].
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Chapter 9
Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de metingen en de bijbehorende data-analyse, die werd
ontwikkeld voor het reconstrueren en identificeren van neutrino geı̈nduceerde
showers in de ANTARES neutrino telescoop. De reconstructie van zulke show-
ers, die herkend worden aan de vrij lokale lichtproductie, kan de gevoeligheid
van een neutrino telescoop uitbreiden naar alle neutrino soorten. Verder worden
deze showers in het algemeen geheel opgevangen binnen de grenzen van het de-
tectievolume. Deze eigenschap zorgt voor een betere energiebepaling vergeleken
met sporen van muonen die geı̈nduceerd worden door muon neutrino’s. De
doelstelling van de hier gepresenteerde analyse was de reconstructie van een
volledige set van shower parameters, namelijk de ruimte-tijd positie, de energie
en de richting van neutrino’s. We hebben twee onafhankelijke event reconstructie
algoritmes gebruikt en gecombineerd voor de precieze bepaling van de shower
parameters. Een noodzakelijke voorwaarde voor een succesvolle analyse strate-
gie is dat de achtergrond van atmosferische muonen efficiënt kan worden on-
derdrukt. We hebben gekozen voor het definiëren en combineren van selectieve
criteria voor observabelen, die de richtingen en topologieën van kandidaat show-
ers beschrijven. We hebben een multivariate data-analyse (MVA) toegepast voor
het efficiënt combineren van selectieve filters zodat deze door een enkele onder-
scheidende variabele uitgedrukt kunnen worden. Voor het verifiëren van het
uiteindelijke resultaat hebben we twee onafhankelijke MVA methodes gebruikt,
de ”K-nearest neighbour” en de ”Boosted Decision Tree”. De uiteindelijke strate-
gie voor de shower selectie is gebaseerd op het stapsgewijs toepassen van drie
selectieve criteria, namelijk de totale afgegeven lading per event, de MVA score
en de energie schatting ρ. Eerst optimaliseren we een dubbele filter op de to-
tale afgegeven lading per event en de MVA score om de contaminatie van at-
mosferische muonen grotendeels te onderdrukken. De optimale dubbele filter
selecteert neutrino geı̈nduceerde showers van atmosferische muonen met een
zuiverheid van beter dan 99%. Tot slot selecteren we kosmische showers uit de
achtergrond van atmosferische neutrino’s door het optimaliseren van een filter
op de energie schatting ρ. Veronderstellen wij, dat er geen shower signaal geob-
serveerd wordt, dan doelt de optimalisatieprocedure op de minimalisatie van de
bovenlimiet voor de diffuse flux Φ̄90% van kosmische neutrino’s. Om een mo-
gelijke bias in de selectiecriteria te voorkomen, hebben we een ”blinde analyse”
uitgevoerd op 5% van de ANTARES experimentele data uit de periode 2008-
2010. De doelstelling van deze blinde analyse was om de consistentie van de
experimentele data en Monte Carlo simulaties te verifiëren, alsmede om de sys-
tematische onzekerheden te schatten. Nadat de optimale selectiecriteria waren
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vastgesteld, werd de analyse ongeblindeerd. We hebben de uiteindelijke anal-
yse uitgevoerd op 656 dagen van de ANTARES experimentele data in de periode
van januari 2008 tot december 2010. In totaal worden in deze dataset na de selec-
tiecriteria 3.34+0.62

−0.42 and 1.3+0.38
−0.35 achtergrondneutrino’s verwacht voor een diffuse

kosmische neutrino flux zoals die in vergelijking 6.4 gedefinieerd is.
Anderzijds kon geen van de experimentele events aan de selectiecriteria vol-

doen, hetgeen consistent is met de verwachting van de achtergrond; daarom
hebben we de bovenlimiet bepaald van het verwachte signaal van de kosmische
neutrino’s. Als een flavour ratio (νµ : νe : ντ = 1 : 1 : 1) op de plaats van de detec-
tor en een E−2 spectrale vorm verondersteld worden, is onze schatting voor de
bovenlimiet van de diffuse kosmische neutrino (νe + νµ + ντ) flux met 90% C.L.
gelijk aan:

E[GeV]2Φ̄90% < 2.53+0.42
−0.32 × 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 (9.1)

Deze waarde is equivalent aan de limiet van E[GeV]2Φ̄i
90% < 0.84+0.14

−0.11 ×
10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 op elk individueel neutrino flavour. 90% van de verwachte
signaal neutrino’s heeft een energie tussen de 3.1 TeV en 8 PeV. Ondanks het
kleinere volume van de ANTARES detector is dit resultaat dichtbij ’s werelds
beste bovenlimiet van de diffuse flux van neutrino geı̈nduceerde showers geme-
ten door de IceCube detector [col13], namelijk
E[GeV]2Φ̄IC

90% < 0.23× 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1. Daarnaast is onze limiet, verkre-
gen aan de zuidelijke hemel, complementair aan de IceCube limiet aan de no-
ordelijke hemel, zodat de combinatie van beide resultaten een consistente boven-
limiet voor de gehele hemel geeft. Onze limiet is maar een factor 4 boven de
Waxman en Bahcall bovenlimiet van kosmische neutrino’s [WB98], namelijk
E[GeV]2ΦWB < 2 × 10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1. Als de analyse uitgevoerd wordt
op een dataset met een totale effectieve meettijd van langer dan 3 jaar, kan de
bovenlimiet voor de flux van neutrino geı̈nduceerde showers verbeteren tot een
waarde E[GeV]2Φ̄i

90% < 0.35× 10−7GeVcm−2s−1sr−1, hetgeen randvoorwaarden
kan verschaffen voor theoretische modellen van neutrino productie.

Perspectief voor de Km3NeT neutrino telescoop

De toekomstige diepzee neutrino telescoop van meerdere kubieke km grootte,
KM3NeT [B+11], is ontworpen voor een efficiënte zoektocht naar hogere energie
neutrino’s afkomstig uit galactische en extragalactische bronnen. De detectie van
kosmische neutrino’s kan ons tot nog toe verborgen informatie verschaffen over
niet-thermische processen in het universum. Gebaseerd op de ervaring van de
piloot projecten ANTARES, NEMO [C+09] en NESTOR [Rap09], is het plan van
de KM3NeT samenwerking, om een actief detectievolume uit te rusten met een
reeks digitale optische modules (DOM’s), zodat alleen digitale informatie zal
worden verzonden vanuit een DOM naar de kust voor verdere verwerking (zie
figuur 8.1). De richting en energie van neutrino’s kan worden afgeleid uit een
precieze bepaling van de DOM positie alsmede de aankomsttijd van de gemeten
signalen en de totale gedetecteerde lading. Voor de identificatie van puntachtige
neutrino bronnen kan een hoek resolutie beter dan 0.3◦ worden bereikt voor neu-
trino energieën boven 10 TeV.
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Naast Cherenkov fotonen, afkomstig uit sporen van geladen deeltjes of door
neutrino’s veroorzaakte hadronische showers, wordt een DOM blootgesteld aan
een random optische achtergrond, hetgeen afkomstig is van biologische pro-
cessen in zeewater (zie sectie 3.5) en van het verval van radioactieve isotopen. In
ANTARES meet elke lichtsensor met 10 inch diameter een typische pulsfrequen-
tie van 60–100 kHz. Deze signalen zijn voornamelijk afkomstig van enkelvoudige
foto-elektronen geproduceerd door 40K verval (≈40 kHz) en door de biolumines-
centie van diepzee fauna, dat een constante bijdrage veroorzaakt met sporadische
uitbarstingen van veel hogere intensiteit. Deze ongecorreleerde signalen worden
onderdrukt door een lokale coı̈ncidentie te vereisen in nabij liggende lichtsen-
soren op elke verdieping van de reeks detectoren, alsmede een bepaald minimum
aan foton treffers op verschillende verdiepingen [H+12].

Om de lokale optische achtergrond meest efficiënt te onderdrukken, werd
een multi-PMT DOM (figuur 8.2) met daarin 31 3-inch fotomultiplicator buizen
(PMT’s) ontwikkeld en voorgesteld in het KM3NeT Technical Design Report
[B+df]. De multi-PMT DOM heeft een aantal voordelen vergeleken met een optis-
che module (OM) met daarin een enkele grote PMT, zoals een kleinere spreiding
in de signaalverwerkingstijd, een langere levensduur en een betere twee-foton
scheiding [AM+13, Arb10], naast de eenvoudige ladingsschatting door het tellen
van het aantal signaalgevende PMT’s. Bovendien is voor kleine PMT’s geen mag-
netische afscherming nodig aangezien ze veel minder gevoelig zijn voor het mag-
netische veld van de aarde. Verder is een multi-PMT DOM veel betrouwbaarder
dan een OM met een enkele PMT, aangezien een storing in een kleine PMT een
beperkt effect heeft op de totale prestatie.

Daarnaast kan een detector met multi-PMT DOM’s de richting van neergaande
atmosferische muonen veel beter aangeven, aangezien het gevoelige oppervlak
van de multi-PMT DOM ook is uitgebreid naar de bovenste helft. Verkeerd
geı̈dentificeerde neergaande atmosferische muonen representeren de meest sto-
rende achtergrond voor de detectie van neutrino geı̈nduceerde showers. Zoals
voorgesteld in deze dissertatie, kunnen atmosferische muonen meest efficiënt
onderdrukt worden door selectieve filters op opgaande events. Hierdoor zou
een detector met multi-PMT DOM’s de neutrino geı̈nduceerde showers met een
hogere gevoeligheid kunnen meten.

Het andere voornaamste voordeel van KM3NeT vergeleken met ANTARES
komt door zijn wel 100 maal groter detectievolume. Een groter volume ver-
hoogt het effectieve oppervlak (zie sectie 4.1), hetgeen uiteindelijk kan leiden
tot een hogere detectiefrequentie voor signaal neutrino’s. Als dezelfde detec-
tie efficiëntie, als voor ANTARES bepaald werd, wordt verondersteld, kan de
gevoeligheid van de KM3NeT detector voor een meetperiode van 1 jaar beter
zijn dan E[GeV]2Φ̄KM3

90% < 10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1, waarbij de limiet hoofdzakelijk
bepaald wordt door het niveau van achtergrond signalen. Hierdoor is de kracht
van KM3NeT voor detectie van neutrino geı̈nduceerde showers veelbelovend.
Echter, studies van de gevoeligheid van een bepaalde configuratie voor KM3NeT
resulteerden in een minder accurate reconstructie van de ruimte-tijd positie voor
neutrino geı̈nduceerde showers [Zij11] vergeleken met ANTARES. Dit effect is
hoofdzakelijk te wijten aan de grotere afstand tussen de DOM’s, die gekozen
was om een groter volume te bereiken maar die anderzijds het effect van licht
verstrooiing in het water vergroot. Wij concluderen hieruit dat de uiteindelijke
KM3NeT configuratie bepaald moet worden door een zorgvuldig gekozen com-
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promis tussen een gemaximaliseerd detectievolume en een geoptimaliseerde re-
constructie van de ruimte-tijd positie.

Vanwege het grotere detectievolume zal KM3NeT toegang hebben tot hogere
energieën, namelijk boven het PeV energiebereik. Zoals besproken in sectie 3.6,
kan in een dergelijk energie regime de spoorlengte van τ neutrino interacties lang
genoeg zijn, zodat de ”double-bang” event topologie gedetecteerd kan worden.
Een zuivere detectie van τ neutrino’s kan een meting van de neutrino flavour
ratio mogelijk maken. De verwachte standaard neutrino flavour ratio op aarde is
νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 1 : 1 in de veronderstelling, dat neutrino productie veroorzaakt
wordt door het verval van geladen pionen afkomstig uit interacties van hoge
energie protonen met fotonen of nucleonen [LP95]; verder wordt er rekening
gehouden met neutrino oscillaties. Iedere geobserveerde afwijking van de stan-
daard neutrino flavour ratio kan of randvoorwaarden verschaffen op astrofysi-
sche modellen [KW05] of nieuwe fysica onderzoeken [LP95, AJY00].
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Abbreviations

AGN Active Galactic Nuclei
AMANDA Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array
ANTARES Astronomy with a Neutrino Telescope

and Abyss environmental RESearch
ARS Analogue Ring Sampler
BDT Boosted Decision Tree
BSS Bottom String Socket
CC Charged Current
DAQ Data AcQuisition
DIS Deep Inelastic Scattering
DOM Digital Optical Module
FOM Figure Of Merit
GEANT General Event-Analysis Tools
GPS Global Positioning System
GRB Gamma Ray Burst
GZK Greisen Zatsepin Kuzmin
H.E.S.S. High Energy Stereoscopic System
KM3NeT Cubic Kilometre Neutrino Telescope
KNN K-Nearest Neighbour
LCM Local Control Module
LED Light Emitting Diode
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MEOC Main Electro-Optical Cable
MC Monte Carlo
MVA Multi Variate Analysis
NC Neutral Current
OM Optical Module
PMT PhotoMultiplier Tube
ROOT Rapid Object-Oriented Technology
RQPM Recombination Quark Parton Model
SCM Sector Control Module
SMST Shower Mean Space Time
TMVA Toolkit for Multi Variate Analysis
TTS Transit Time Spread
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